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The Re8ectiou of Fairfield

HE SAID/SHE SAID COVERAGE INSIDE

The J!irror Ends

>> Harrassment charges end with mediation p. 3

He Said/She Said,
Mediation Settles
HarrassmenL Charges

>>FIRE supports The Mirror, p . 3
''Academic Council s uppor ts freedom of expression p. 3

A Decade in
Fairfield's Eyes

» Letter from executive board on t h e c han ges, process p. 18
B Y ANA ZI EGLER

'Somebody Call 911'
Sean Kingston and Eve 6 Burning Up Fairfield

STAFF WRITER

Times Magazine recently published a tirneline for this past decade,
which they titled, "The Decade from Hell:' Fairfield has had many significant changes a nd events this past decade and as 2010 looms closely,
let's look back at the decade .
~ .2000: a . b

BY MICHELLE MORIUSON
0NLINB MANAGING EDITOR

Somebody call 911: Sean
Kingston, Eve 6 and a third, surprise
guest are coming to Fairfield on
Feb. 20 for the FUSA concert.
The third act, which will be
announced as soon as possible after
winter break, will be in the genre of
either Sean Klngstop or Eve 6. Melissa Mann ' l 0, the PUSA director
of concerts and also the entertainment editor of The Mirror, saiti the
concert programmers are in the
process of finalizing the th.ird act.
Sorry, Fairfield; the surprise
guest will not be Taylor Swift.
Despite rumors that sparked
Facebook groups like "Taylor Swift
is Coming to Fairfield; Taylor Swift
would cost too much money, said
Mann.
•we try and stan rumors as a
joke to throw people off, but Taylor
Swift is out of our price range,~ said
Mann.

well-known rock songs like "Here's
A Swift concert would cost
about $500,000, plus production
to the Night" and "Inside Out."
"How'd we pull that off!" said
costs, and the FUSA concert budget
this year was about $33,000, plus
Kate Reilly '11 when told about
roughly $53,000 from expected
the concert. "Are you kidding me?
ticket sales.
That's wonderful:"
Mann's goal was a concert
Last year, FUSA bid $50,000
where "students recognize the art·
to get John Legend on campus. In
ists and are going to able to sing
2008, FUSA paired with Stu·
dent Affairs to come up with the
the songs."
$85,000 bid
According to Mann,
FUSA considers the
for Ludacris.
INSIDE PAGE
concert acts from past
Reggae
FUSA Announces
surveys and student
fusion and
Spring Concert.
opinions.
rock may
See the press release
"I've been here
seem like a
about the FUSA concert.
strange mix, ' - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . . . four years, I've heard
butthemix
students talk about the
concert: said Mann.
was intentional.
•There's a very fine line be"We wanted to get as many
students as possible," said Mann.
tween appeasing all students. You
"If a student doesn't like Sean take a chance when choosing someKingston, there's a good chance
on~ llke John Legend, who was
great, but not many people knew
they' re going to like Eve 6."
Kingston has several recent top who he was; she continued.
10 hits including "Fire Burnin" and
"Beautiful Girls," and Eve 6 plays
KINGSTON I PAOE 6
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A surprise guest will be joining Sean Kingston and Eve 6 at next semester's FUSA concert.

Sl1ays' Forn1er Campaig11 ~lanager Indicted
BY 1\fllCAELA TtBRNE"'t'
ASSISTANT NBWS EDITOR

Fairfield alum Michael Sohn '98,
the campaign manager for fom1er
Rep. Christopher Shays, was arrested
and charged last Friday with a dozen
counts of alleged embezzlement and
fraud, according to a Dec. 5 Connecticut Post at'ticle.
Sohn is accused of taking funds
from the Shays Campaign Commit·
tee during his employment between
2005 and 2008. He is suspected of

In photo from the Connecticut Post,
Sohn '98leaves federal court last week.

"making unauthorized ATM withdrawals and writing checks to himself from campaign bank accounts,w
the article said, and later spending
the funds on personal expenditures.
The federal government's announcementofSohn's Dec. 2 indictment was posted on the Connecticut
Post Web site, providing additional
details of his charges and subsequent
arrest. Sohn allegedly embezzled
campaign funds from his former
employer Shays, "causing the filing of
false campaign reports" and federal
tax offenses, the announcement
says. Over the course of four years,
Sohn "is alleged to have embezzled
money ... totaling approximately
$252,424; the announcement
stated.
Additionall}. the announce·
ment details that Sohn is charged
with tax fraud because ofhls alleged
failure "to file a federal income
tax return in 2005, 2006, and 2007,
and evading the payment of taxes
in 20Q8w because his filings did not
reflect his true monetary holdings.

The Connecticut Post quoted
U.S. Magistrate judge Holly FitzSimmons as saying, "Clearly, these are
serious charges,~ a statement that
only begins to address the possible
repercussions against Sohn. If he
is found guilty of the charges, Soh.n
could face a prison sentence of28
years and a fine of more than $1.5
million.
After being taken into custody
from his home in Fairfield, he sat
through a trial with representation
by an appointed public defendant.
He was later released on bail, though
hjs passport has been revoked and a
curfew has been imposed upon him.
'Dlis component of the trial was not
controversial despite the prominence of the case. As prosecutor As·
s1stant United States Attorney Peter
S. Jongbloed said to the Post, "If there
was a desire to flee. he could have
easily done so before today."
The case is being investigated by
the FBI and the IRS Criminal Investigation Division. Jury selection for
Sohn's trial is setto begin on Feb. 9.
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)) FUSAAnnounces
Spring
Concert

>>Freshman
Needham
leads Stags to
6-2 start
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THE STAG SC HE D
THIS WEEK ON CAMPUS ...
IN FIVE EASY STEPS

BY KERI HARRISON

News EDITOR

A-r-rr:.

T~·

STAGS
WHITE OUT GAME AGAINST
SACRED HEART ON SUNDAY
The women's and men's basketball
teams are playing against rival Sacred Heart
on Sunday at Harbor Yard. It's the annual
White Out game, so wear your white instead
ofred!

DO: SECRET SANTA

Posing for Peace
The "Posing for Peace: A Fashion Show. An Exploration" event was held on Monday
night in the lower level of the BCC. The Peace and Justice Studies department hosted the event in honor of the Year of Activism and Chandler Oliphant '12 acted as the
program's director. Nicole Ross '13 models during the show in the photo above.

, I

I tJ 'f
BY DAN LEITAO

7

•••

reported to the stone wall
outside of the Fairfield Prep
gate. A car bumper was left
at the scene. The incident is
under investigation.

STAFF WRITER

Tuesday, Dec. 1
9:48p.m. A narcotics violation was reportedinJogues
Hall. The case was referred
tojudicial and the Fairfield
Police.
Wednesday, Dec. 2
1:13 a.m. A narcotics violation was reported on the
quad. The case was referred
to judicial and Fairfield
Police.
8:35p.m. Damage was

ThursdaY> Dec. 3
1:07 a.m. A criminal trespass warrant was issued
when a non-student tried
to present themselves as a
student.
12:14 p.m. Ahit-and-run
was reported outside
Canisius.
5:26p.m. Items were
reported stolen at the
ReoPlex.
11:44 p.m. A Metro Taxi driver
reported that a student had
evaded paying a fare. The incident is under investigation.

WAl'CH: ELF
Our Editor-in-ChiefTom Cleary
loves this movie, as do I~ ~Bu:.~. became
an instant classic when ir Game out.in
2003 and WiU Perrell's clraracter Buddy
is constantly quoted in our Christmas
culture·. What's your favorite color?

Stag,f;fLucas
{

If The Mirror staff can do it, you can
do it. What better way to get into the
Christmas s.pirit than to gather with your
friends and participate in this fun holiday
tradition? Wh o doesn't like Secret Santa?

Friday, Dec. 4
12:13 a.m. A domestic
disturbance was reported
between a student and a
non-student. The situation was resolved and the
incident was referred to
ResLife.
Saturday, Dec. 5
1:42 a.m. A Metro Taxi

claimed that a student ran
before paying the $63 cab
fee. 1his is currently under
investigation.
Monday, Dec. 7
3:27 p.m. Hood ornaments
were taken off two Mercedes.

Better Know a Stag
BY MIKAELA TIERNEY

Name: Victoria Clougher '12
Major: New Media Film
Minor: TV Production
Hometown: Tyngsborough, MA
What change wouJd you llke to see happen on campus?
More musicals. Lots more. I love musical theater and I think it
would be a great use of the diverse talent that we have on campus.
You just finished filming a movie - what's it llke to be involved in the film dept. at Fairfield?
Umm, well, in one sentence, it's fun, stressful, hard, amazing. professional, random_ intense, surprising. challenging. spontaneous, cool, serious, neat-o, snazzy, and the best ever.

'•
EAT MIDNIGHT

BREAKFAST
When else will you be served
breakfast by your favorite professors?
This Fairfield tradition continues in
Barone Thursday night as classes come
to an end and finals begin. Plus you get
a cool classic Coke bottle.

GIVE: TEDDY BEARS FOR LOVE
It's the season of giving, so why not
give a new teddy bear to ~ Connecticut
child in need or kids in the hospital for the
holidays? The Student Alumni Association
is collecting bears in their annual event
through Dec. 11

By the Numbers
364
The amount of gifts you would receive in total from "12 Days
of Christmas."

50
The age of the Rockefeller Christmas tree, which came from
Easton, Conn.

25-30
Million real Christmas trees sold in the U.S every year. according to the National Christmas Tree Association.

16
D ays until Christmas.

You star in the Fairfield Uve! videos with Tom Saporito - why do you enjoy doing them1
After I film an episode, 1 always know what's going on around campus, and if youwatch i4
sowiUyoul

4
Main food groups, according to Buddy the Elf.

.,
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The Death of'He Said'

....

Harass_ment Charges
End with Mediation

Questions still linger
for The Mirror

BY VINCENT FERRER

The Mirror agreed to ulti-

BY MEAGAN FLYNN

STAPFWRJTER

mately end the "He Said/
Sbe Said" column and
reshape the space ln the
"Coffee Break" section.
Both parties will
collaborate on a Sexual
Assault Awareness Week
to be held on campus
and an announcement
will be made to clarify the
situation, accountability
and resolutions.
The group reconvened this past Monday
and the complaints
against The Mirror are to
be dropped by today.
"I was really excited
to again come back and
have more dialogue with

STAFFWRJTER

The wheels of resolution have finally begun
to turn for the controversial "He Said'' saga. Last
Saturday, The Mirror's editorial staff and students
who filed the harassment
c~arges against the newspaper came together for
mediation.

editorial board through
an e-mail correspondence.
"It was difficult
with the rumors, media attetion and other
distractions to solve the
situation;' said Cleary,
"But when we sat down
Mediation Defined
Mediation is a
together and explained
completely voluntary,
each of our sides and
confidential process in
simply talked over the
which two parties share
problem, we realized we
perspectives and work tohad many of the same
gether to create their own
goals in common:'
solutions. MeCleary went on
to detail how the
diat.ors, the neutral
overseers of the
CoFFEE BREAK PAGE 18 infamous column's
discussion, help
end had been a
Read a letter from The Mirror1s
possibility for quite
guide both parties Senior Executive Board
towards possible ' - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ' some time.
"The decision
resolutions. Any
everyone;· said Sarah
to end the 'He Said/She
agreed upon solutions
are to be honored by
Gatti ' 10 in an interview
Said' columns was one
that we had considered
both parties.
by telephone.
Gatti, who was not a
throughout the semester
Both parties met
with mediators Lucy
member of the students
and had thought of elimiKatz, professor Emeriwho filed harassment
nating it starting with the
second semester:· Cleary
tus and coordinator of
charges against The
the Univer$ity's G:onllict
Mirror for the Oct. 1 ''He
said.
Resolution Consortium
Said: The Walk of Shame"
"We feel..that we
(CRC), and senior Ancolumn, was pleased
can continue to provide
drew Carlquist. Carwith the collaboration
an edgy, entertaining
lquist is one of several
of both parties that ocand humorous column
members of CRC's Peer
curred and expressed
... but agree that it is a
Mediation program on
an eagerness to see the
good time to eliminate
campus, which is trained
agreed upon suggestions
the stereotypes and 'box'
in the workings of this albecome recilities.
effect that has limited the
"I appreciate the fact writers of the 'He Said/
ternative dispute resolution process and advised
She Said' cqlurnns in the
that they are willing to
by Katz.
take critical feedback and past:' he continued.
do something positive:'
Fuel foJ," the FIRE
Early New Year's
she said.
Resolutions
If the recent resoAt the conclusion,
Editor's Note
lutions made are not
Tom Cleary '101 edienough to sway the
several resolutions had
tor in chief of The Mirror,
minds of the Univerbeen reached and an
agreement was typed.
spoke on behalf of the
sity's administration, an

I

Following
mediation between
complainants and
The
Mirror staff in
Photo Jllustration by Dan Leltao
response to September's "He Said"
emerging fourth party
controversy, concerns over
may be. The Foundation
journalistic independence from
internal and external sources
for Individual Rights in
Education (FIRE)'s direcstill linger despite the dropping
tor of legal and public adof harassment charges against
vocacy sent a seven-page
the publication.
What the newspaper now
cautionary letter to the
office of President Jeffrey
faces is the decision ofwhether
vonArx, S.J., among othor not they will be required to
ers, last Friday detailing.
appear before a post-publicathe situation as viewed
tion advisory board after the
from an outside party.
distribution of each issue, an
The letter uses the
action that some find problemdecrees set forth by the
atic given that it could comproUniversity's mission
mise both independence and
statement and student
academically-oriented faculty
handbook to defend
involvement.
The Mirror and argues
James Simon, chair of
against the allegedly
the English Department and
extreme and unneceslong-time former adviser of The
sary course of action the
Mirror, released a petition to
Fairfield's Academic Council on
University has taken. The
letter reads, "If speech
Monday in a last-minute attempt
to preserve The Mirror's acalike Surette's column is
demic and journalistic integrity
considered outside of the
parameters of protected
by having the issue placed under
speech at Fairfield, then
Academic rather than Student
no expression is safe:'
Affairs.
The letter ends with
The petition comes as a
a warning: ·~ ..we are
response to Dean of Students
Tom Pellegrino's Nov. 5 e-mail
committed to using all of
our resources to oppose
to Simon and other relevant
individuals concerning the hanthe punishment of The
Mirror or any other camdling of the complaints, which
pus publication punished
only invites the Academic and
University Councils to submit
for engaging in protected
expression."
opinions to potentially aid in a
FIRE requested a restudent conduct board's decisponse from the adminsionconcerning The Mirror.
istration on the matter by
In response to this petition,
Pellegrino released a statement
this Friday; otherwise the
to the Academic and University
organization may begin
to take action.
Councils and to FUSAreiterating the belief of a need for an
Academic Advisory Board to

review The Mirror post-publication. Both parties share a belief
that revision of the harassment
policy is necessary. Wbat they
are currently divided over is the
issue of advisement
''The school newspaper
is not granted immunity from
University policy simply by the
fact that it is a newspaper{' wrote
Pellegrinoin this Dec. 7 document. "Yet, we recognize that
the newspaper, like other media,
presents an invaluable opportunity for learning and that
often times presents itself-in the
form of mistakes - sometimes
benign, sometimes significant
in nature. It is precisely in this
regard that we recognize there
are critical roles to be played by
individuals in both the academic
as well as student affairs divisions with respect to the paper;'
writes Pellegrino.
FIRE, the Foundation for
Individual Rights in Education,
has taken a firmer approach in
their statement to President von
Arx. In his Dec. 4 letter to the
Office of the President on behalf
of FIRE, Director of Legal and
Public Advocacy William Creeley states that by taking action
against The Mirror, "Fairfield will
trivialize actual harassment and
teach students an unfortunate
and illiberal lesson: namely,
that the proper way to react to
speech with which one disagrees
is by reporting itto authorities
for official punishment and
censorship.n
FIRE has requested a response on the matter by Dec. 11,
and bas expressed commitment
"to using all of our resources to
oppose the punishment of The
Mirror or any other campus
publication punished for engaging in protected expression:'
Check out the full story an.d
the letter from FIRE online at
faidieldmirror.com

Fairfield Academic Council: Divorce The Mirror from Student Mfairs
BY TOM CLEARY
EDITOR· IN-CHIEF

Fairfield's top faculty body, the Academic
Council, sent a strong message of support of
The Mirror's freedom of expression this week
and voted to recommend moving the paper
out of Student Affairs and into the Academic
Affairs division.
ln adding up the votes on five different
issues surrounding The Mirror and the issue of
free expression, there were 67 facttlty votes on
motions supporting the paper, one opposed
and one abstention on the five motions.
The coWJcil's deliberations focused on
The Mirror1s role on campus, not on the content of the "He Said" satirical column on the
"walk of shame:' One of the council members
supporting all five motions was politics professor Jocelyn Boryczka, adViser to lhe Just Us
Residential College, which had helped organize protests against the column.
"The Academic Council sent a strong
message to support of facultyTighcs to manage
the curticulum on campus and to recognize

the value of an independent student paper
that can be a forum for student opinion on
campus:' said James Simon, English chair and
long-term adviser to The Mirror, who presented the motions to the Council.
The near unanimous votes came on
five issues:
l.ln recognition of the academic value of
a student newspaper to a university, the Academic Council asked President Jeffrey von An<
to transfer administrative control of The Mirror
from Student Affairs to Academic Affairs.
2. Given a free and independent student
newspaper is an essential component to
student's learning and provides a voice for
students and a place where issues can be debated, the Academic CoWJcil asked President
von Arx to assure that the funding agreement
reflects the independent nature of The Fair-

field Mirror.
3. The Academic Council considered
the filing of harassment charges against The
Fairfield Mitror to be in error since, according
to the University's harassment policy, charges
can only be brought against individuals. (The

charges have since been dropped.)
4. The Academic Council recommended
that student news-gathering operations
be specifically exempted from the current
Fairfield harassment policy in recognition of
the watchdog role they can play in protecting the rights and the voice of students. Such
news gathering op$'ations shall be bound
by their own published codes of conduct, by
ethical standards iri their field, and by all state
and federal laws regarding libel/slander, hate
speech and harassment.
5. The Academic Council recommended
that a new ad hoc aommittee of faculty and
administrators be'fOnvened to examine the
current harassment policy on campus because
of demonstrated problems with its broad
prohibitions against any verbal or written
communication that could cause "embarrassment" or be seen as ''demeaning."
The Student Affairs office had declared
its annual contract with The Mirr01; supplying
$30,000 a year to print the newspaper, to be
"null and voidn due to problems stemming
from a "He Said" satirical column on the "walk

of shame:' The column prompted a protest
outside the newspaper; four ofthe protesters
filed complaints that the column was a form
of sexual harassment and generated a hostile
environment for wm;nen on campus.
Fairfield's English Department voted Dec.
4 to authorize Simon to take whatever action
was necessary, including a possible severing
of the department from any oversight of the
paper, to protect the faculty's role in setting
curriculum.
"The Mirror was one of the first examples
of a living and learning initiative on our campus with cross-divisional involvement. That is
a positive feature and should be maintained.
However, there is a counterbalancing need
to have a candid assessment of the roles that
individuals and departments play with respect
to the paper and the impact those are having
on the experience," wrote Dean of Srudents
Tom Pellegrino. He also asked for a chance to
address the Academic Council in January on
these issues.
Check out the full story online at
fairfieldrnirror.com
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Politics in the Classroom: Beneficial or Detrimental?
Behre added, "I don't think you can effectively prevent
yourself from ever revealing your personal politics.n
Naser echoed the same idea.
"There isn't anything that isn't biased. There are no
Sophomore Caitlin O'Donnell shifts uncomfortably
in her seat. Her professor just took a stance on a position
objective unbiased points of view. There is no political
truth:'
she doesn't necessarily agree with but she doesn'tfeel
Naser also suggested that stUdents
comfortable refuting. Politics in the
may be wrong about their assumpclassroom: beneficial or detrimental?
tions regarding their professors beliefs.
"I've been intimidated when my
"Sometimes I take a position that 1 don't
professors share a different political
agree with myself just to challenge othopinion lhan mine because I am nerers. I'll do anything to get my students to
vous that Lam not fully informed on
respond:'
the topic, and won't be able to defend
lf a professor is grading ethically,
or prove my point;' said O'Donnell. ·
they will not be grading based on views,
The question placed before us
but rather how a student can support
day after day is when, bow or ifpolithose
views. "You don't want your
tics should enter the classroom, and if
personal beliefs to infringe on students'
it is in tum beneficial or detrimental
confidences;· said Behre. "You're in a
to the learning process. Kathleen
Spignesi '11 said, "I think it's informaposition of authority, a balancing act
applies there:·
tive if current events are brought up
Amanda Sullivan '11 was comfortbecaus~ it helps me stay in tune with
able with that statement.I:As long as it's
what's going on!'
up for open discussion, no judgment,
There are many different strategies a professor may use to bring
that's okay. It's when they almost shun
politics into the classroom. It may be
you for having a certain position that I
done for shock value, it may be done
have a problem!'
to encourage a discussion, or it may
There wa.s one major difference bebe done to evaluate a student's ability
tween the two views of the students and
to defend their position using the
the professors.
context of the class.
Students are under the impression
Some say politics in a classroom
that professors will react to opposition
setting is inevitable. "'D1ere is no
with the mark of pen in a negative way,
harm done, and you can't not bring
while professors were, in essence, saying they are encouraging the opposition
politics into r~?-e classroom. Eve'rything Some Fairfield students are concerned that professors may try to pitch their own political views
while in the classroom. However, some politics professors said that they often make certain political because they are interested to see the
is political;' said philosophy professor Curtis Naser. "We are a liberal arts statements in class just to get conversation started. All of the professors interviewed maintain that a reasons students can come up with.
student's own political views will not have an impact when it comes to the student's grade, no matschool, liberal arts are about having an
Dew added, "We usually have proter bow it may differ from that of the professor's.
underlying premises that knowledge
paganda on our door when elections are
will set you free;• he added.
liistory professor David McFadden added, "I'm
coming up. But that's on my door and that's my personal
On a campus filled with social events and its own
always trying to get students to give their political opinions territory and there is no risk of being graded down or
student..govemment it may be easy for some to forget that
and be prepared to back them up histo(icallY.: Ifme talking
graded up. The classroom is a different world:'
there is a real world out there, one that exists even outside
about mine will help them understand how they can do it,
In the spirit of politics, let students remember tti.at
the United States.
then 1 will:'
the University on page 32 in the student handbook defines
Politics professor Edward Dew said one of the most
O'Donnell's fears are the reason why history profesfreedom of exp~ession as, ''the liberty and obligation to
important things for a professor to do while talking politics
sor PatriciaBehre said, in regards to politics in order to
study, to investigate, to present, interpret, and discuss facts
is to "talk about contemporary issues and situations:·
create a supportive atmosphere in the classroom, "It takes
and ideas concerning all branches and fields ofinquiry:•
sensitivity and devotion!'
He acknowledged that "any class across the whole board
BY ALEXANDRIA HEIN
STAFF WRITER

might have reason to touch on something that just happened!'
'Whether a professor leans to the left or right is sometimes a factor in how a student feels he or she can express
their beliefs in the classroom. The professors interviewed
for this article stressed that it should not be that way.

Center Your Future at Career Planning
BY ASHLEY ZANGARA
STAFF WRITER

With graduation approaching, current seniors have
to deal with the stress of finding jobs that will suit their
needs.
Planning for the futl.ue is essential wlille still in college. The common questions of, "How do I find a job?Who
do I ask for help? What canldo to enhance my resum.e'?"
are just a few of the most common things students should
be considering.
Luckily, the University provides students with accommodating resources to help ease their stress and worry.
Fairfield has a Career Planning Center located in the Kelley Center. Its staffis willing to sit and talk with students
and help them plan for post-graduation jobs and degrees.
Recent alum Kevin Love '09 said, "I know this may
seem cliche, but you have to take that proactive step and
help yourself out and figure our what type of industry you
want to be in:'
He explained that the Career Planning Center was a
oue asset to him during his time preparing for graduation
and advocated it immensely to current students.
The Center provides useful tips and information for
students who take advantage of it. The available staff will
sit down and assist in writing your resume, teach students
how to handle a formal interview and ultimately prepare
students for the working field. They will also help students
to find internships with local companies that will suit a
their major.
Director of the Career Planning Center Cathleen Borgman helped the recent graduates in finding internships
while in their senior year. Joe Juliano '09 is one student who
benefited from the Career Planning Center and Borgman's
help. Borgman informed Juliano of available internships and
enabled him to choose which 01;1e best suited his future career

path. He landed an internship at Merrill Lynch as well as UBS
in his senior year, preparing him well for life after graduation.
"I hated saying good-bye to the fun party life 1 used
to enjoy, but luckily I wasn't just thrown into the work

Photo lllustradon by Ashley Zangara

Sophomore Julio Gomez hopes that the University's resources, such as the Career Planning Center, help prepare
him for life after graduation.

field like a chicken without a head," Juliano said. "I was
knowledgeable and prepared due to my internship and
the help of Fairfield Univeisity's staff and faculty:' Juliano
now works for a private wealth management firm called

Fogel and Neale Partners.
Though the Career Planning Center is extremely helpful in assisting students to find jobs and internships, it is
still the responsibility for students to help themselves. Love
explained how imperative it is to get to know your professors
and use them as mentors.
"Part of the process is talking to people; he said.
The faculty is very well-equipped and will help any
student who needs it, he continued.
Love also explained that the alumni directory was a key
component in helping him attain his current job. Through
this directory he was able to get in touch with alumni that
had graduated and were now working in his field of interest.
Love currently works at Hennion & Walsh in Parsippany, N.J. with another fellow Fairfield grad from the class of
'99. This job provides him >vith an eighteen-month training
period and offers him a jump-start in the world of finance
right from the beginning.
Julio Gomez '12 plans on using the Career Planning
Center to help aid him in the future. "I eventually want to
enter the world of politics and am depending on Fairfield's
resources to help me get started;' he said.
Aside from receiving assistance from the Career Planning Center, alumni directory, and faculty, being a part of
clubs is also a major advantage for students preparing to
enter the real world.
Your resume is composed of what you have been doingwithin your four years of college so being involved in
activities on campus pertaining to your major can really
enhance your probability of receiving a job over the guy
next to you. Don't be scared to ask for help.ltis the people
who go out and ask questions that have the easiest transition into the working life style.
"Students are always complaining that nobody is helping them;' said Love. "It is your job to go and ask for the help:'
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Fairfield Dorms Stuck in the 20th Century
in our plans. It is something you have not heard about
because of the current economy," he said
There are plans to constructnewresidence balls in
Cinder blocks. Cold tile floors. One window. Prison?
the future, according to the Fairfield University's Associate
Actually, these words describe the average student
Director of Residence Life Jason Downer. He said there
living conditions at the University, which have left many
are plans to build a new traditional style dorm between
Campion and Jogues, but it hasn't been decided whether
Fairfield students unsatisfied and annoyed. Many of their
residence halls are over 40 years behind the times comit will be for freshmen or sophomores.
pared to schools like Sacred Heart and Loyola (MD).
The University has plans to remodel Dolan Hall and
make it into apartments for juniors. The curren£
As schools throughout the Northeast
build new dorms and renovate current
parking lot next to Kostka and Claver halls is
Square Footage
Dorm
Date Constructed
Room Size
being looked into as a possible location for more
ones, Fairfield has yet to update its facilities
Campion
ll'xl8'
or build new student living areas.
1964
50425
apartments, said Downer. Some of these projects,
40,510
Claver
1972
16'x17'
'The dorms for freshmen and sophoonce finalized, could begin as early as the fall of
1965 (renovated in 1990)
56,364
8'xl2.5' (singles)
Dolan
2010.
mores make up the quad and, along with
52,927
Gonzaga
10.5'xl7'
1957
Kostka, Claver, and Dolan Halls, were all
Fairfield does have plans for housing up68,255
10'x17'
Jogues
1968
grades,
and the fall of2010 is a target deadline,
constructed between 1957 and 1970, but
13'x1,
8
'
44716
1970
Kostka
but a variety of factors, including the economy,
only .Dolan Hall has been renovated (1990).
64,069
Loyola
12'x17'
1955
The school bas more recent housing for
could cause a delay.
61,535
Regis
ll'xl6'
1965
Although there is no current construction of
its upperclassmen, constructing the most
Graph by Peter Caty
recent townhouses in 1987 and the village
new student housing, a new Jesuit Community
The tab.le provides information for all of the living options available for freshmen
Center is in the finalizing stages of being built. The
apartments in 2000.
and sophomores.
But for freshman and sophomores, the
cost totals about $10 million, according to Mark
Reed, vice president of administrative and student affairs.
options are still limited. Fairfield's sophomore living does
dents or live suite-style with 10-12 students, according to
include the option of suite-style, but there is no kitchen
Matt Fitton, a junior at Sacred Heart.
The center comes as a result of several years of planning
and the building with tbe suites, Kostka Hall, has not been
and is part of a bigger plan for new student housing.
There are also a limited number of apartments availIn building this new center for the Jesuits, Fairfield
significantly renovated since its initial building in 1970.
able for sophomores. While the suites offer a kitchen and
Stu'dent Discontent
bathroom, the apartments include a dining room.
gained ownership of a piece of property on the corner of
Fitton was pleased with the housing he experienced
Larry Cornelia 'i2 thinks Kostka could use some
campus previously owned by the Jesuit Community. This
during
his
freshman
and
sophomore
years.
property includes St. Ignatius Hall, the current housing for
improvement.
"It's nice to live with friends, but it's tough with the
"I thought I had plenty of room in my dorms my
Fairfield's Jesuits. The new Jesuit center is more comfreshman and sophomore year;' he said. "The fact that
patible than St. Ignatius was for the size of the Fairfield
size of the rooms and it'd be nice to be able to make our
own food sometimes:· he said.
theywere brand new helped ... the space and conditions
Jesuit population. In acquiring St. Ignatius, the university
Many Fairfield underclassmen feel crammed in their
of the living area were very good:'
intends to upgrade it and convert it to student housing.
Sacred Heart built their dorms between 1992 and 2004,
"I don't understand why Fairfield is building a new Jerooms and envious of those at nearby Sacred Heart, who
said Sacred Heart Director o{ Residential Life Joel Quintong. suit Residence. I feel bad for the underclassmen and hope
provides its sophomores with an upgrade that does not
compare to Fairfield's sophomore housing.
Plans to Improve
that Fairfield upgrades its dorm soon for future students,"
Michael Bennett '13lives in Gonzaga Hall and while it
FUSA President Jeff Seiser ' 10 thinks that the housing
said Jake Herman '11.
at Fairfield could use some improvement.
provides him somewhere to live, he isn't satisfied with his
situation.
"Yes, we do need to upgrade our facilities but it is
,BY PETER CATY AND TYLER WOSU!GER
PHOTO EDITOR AND STAPF WRITER

"Compared to other schools I've been at, the freshmanrooms don't compare," he said. "I always have to
listen to my friends talk about how big their rooms are. I
feel like the freshman rooms are tight here~·
Uving WeD at SHU
As freshmen at Sacred Heart, there·are two dorms
with double and triple living arrangements and one dorm
that offers suite-style living with a kitchen and living room.
Sophomores can live in a suite style dorm with four stu-
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Will the Church
Become More Liberal?
BY PETER CAn
PHOTO EDITOR

Pope Benedict XVI has reached out
to conservative Anglicans who oppose
the ordination of gay clergy, women
priests, and same-sex marriage in the Anglican Church: Join the Roman Catholic
Church, he said.
However, in doing so, the pope may
ironically liberalize the Catholic Church
by inviting in Anglican priests who are
married and allowing them to become
Catholic priests.
"lhis at least raises the question of
whether there should be a class within
the Roman Catholic Church of married
men who could be ordained;' University
President Rev. Jeffrey von Arx, S.J. said in
an interview.
VonArx also noted that while nothing in the Bible goes against a married
clergy, changing the 1,000-year-old
rradition of Catholic priesthood celibacy
will not be easy.
It is still unknown as to how many Anglicans will make the shift to the Catholicism. The Vatican's chief doctrinal officer,
Cardinal William Levada, said at the press
conference publicizing the new rite in
October that only 20 to 30 Anglican Bishops have asked.about becoming catholic,
according to The New York Times.
After the Second Vatican Council,
which helped to modernize the Catholic
Church, many Catholics hoped for more
sweeping changes and for the Anglicans

and Catholics to unify.
Instead, Catholicism reverted back
to its traditional ways on some issues
Pop e Benedict may be liberalizing the Cathwhile Anglicans moved forward with
olic Church after his invitation to married
their teachings of homosexuality and
clergy members of the Anglican Church.
the recognition of women and homosexuals as priests.
the change.
This furthered the division be· "If enough Anglicans take up the
tween Catholics and Anglicans and also
Pope's offer, in a few years, I'll be able to
caused a new split between Anglican
choose to attend a Catholic m ass in the
traditionalists who opp osed the new
Roman or Anglican rite;' he said.
Some students at Fairfield strongly
changes in th e Anglican Church and
s upported the move and saidmarriage in
Anglicans libe.rals who welcom ed them .
Rev. Mark Scalese, a Jesuit priest at
the Catholic clergy would undoubtedly
the University, said that allowing marimprove the diminishing priesthood.
ried Anglican priests into the, Catholic
'J\llowing Catholic priests to marry
Church is certainly a step in the right
would not only entice more men to
direction that will establish a preced ent · en ter the priesthood, but also prove
for the Catholic Church.
that the Catholic Church can adopt and
"In a few years," he said, "it won't
embrace today's modem world;' said
be difficult for people in the Catholic
Weronika Pleban '11.
Church to imagine their own priests
Other outcomes are less certain. If
a large influx of conservative Anglicans
being married:'
Professor Paul Lakeland, a former
decide to make the transfer to Catholicism
member of the Jesuit Order and a profesfor reasons concerning the ordination of
sor of religious studies at Fairfield, agreed.
women, homosexual priests, and same-sex
"I would not say that the Roman
marriage, the Catholic Church risks becoming more conservative and less likely
Catholic Church is behind the times,
but they need to allow optional celito move towards the possibility of universal
bacy," said Lakeland.
marriage of the Catholic clergy.
Christopher Morris '11 said the
The new change by the Vatican only
pertains to members the diocesan clergy,
current, long-stan ding tradition of
not to religious orders like the Jesuits since
priests being celibate is integral to the
iden tity of the Church.
members take a sacred vow of celibacy
upon ordination.
"Priests and marriage are like water
and oil, they just d on't mix;' he said.
Lakeland said to expect few ~;>hysical
"It's science:'
changes in the Anglican clergy ttiat make
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Kingston to
Headline FUSA
Concert
C ONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

Student reactions have been positive so far, and
when Mann first announced tbe concert to FUSA members, "jaws dropped:'
Lisa Arduini '10 said that she was happy that Sean
Kingston was coming.
"I'm glad it's someone we listen to now and not
someone from high school;' said Arduini.
"1 feel like the concert will be packed because
they're obviously popular, or they were when we were
younger," said Jenny Browne '10.
According to Mann, Eve 6 is "a throwback band" b ut
"we know that they're fun and they're going to put on~
good show:'
"I kind of like that it's songs we grew up with;' said
Carolyn Sheehan '10.
Other students disagreed, including Cheril Perez '12.
"I don't even know who Eve 6 is;• said Perez.
The false rumors of a Taylor Swift concert also affected students' opinions.
"I was so happy and they brought me down;' said
Carolina Arias' 12. ''They've had the same type of music
every "year."
"Sean
Kingston
isn't my type
of music, I
like country;'
said Shannon
Deegan '13.
urn still attend, though,
ContrlbutedPhoto
a concert's a
Sean Kingston is one of the acts com- concert''
ing to Fairfield to play in th.i s year's
FUSA concert in February.

Check out who flies
out of Stewart.
Flying is not just about where you go, b.ut how you
get there. Stewart International Airport's comfortable size,
modern amenities, friendly staff and focus on customer
care makes flying hassle-free.
Conveniently located in the heart of the Hudson
Valley, Stewart is easily accessible from 1-84, the New
York State Thruway and Metro-North Railroad.
Featuring service from Delta, JetBiue, Northwest
and U.S. Airways, Stewart offers the smoothest way to
fly into and out of the region, with its carriers providing
direct flights to 5 cities and over 100 destinations with
connection.
So relax, put your seatbacks in the reclined position
and enjoy your trip. Stewart. Your neighborhood
International Airport.

Stewart International Airport
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What are you doing over break?
Send your thoughts to opinion@
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FUSAAnnot1nces Concert
Our senior editorial staff has
witnessed the announcement
of three concerts at Fairfield.
What might be discouraging
to FUSA is that half of the Editorial Board has not attended
any FUSA concert in their three
years at Fairfield.
But FUSA and the concert
committee can be applauded
for negotiating deals with several solid perfqrmers with very
different musical styles. It was
extremely smart and thoughtful
of them to not commit to one
performer who some students
would love and others would
hate. Sean Kingston has had
several songs which students
love, most recently "Fire Burning." And while you may not
know the name Eve 6 off the top
of your bead, you've definitely
heard their songs before.
We, along with other students, cite not attending concerts in the past for a combination of reasons. One is that
we never cared that much for
the performers. Another is
that if we dlgn't care that seriously about the performer, why
would we want to spend $30$40to see them?
. Melissa Mann, Tlze Mirror's
entertainment edltor, and FUS~s director of concerts, said
that they chose two different
artists with the intention of
pleasing everyone. A third act
is expected to be confirmed after Christmas break, which she
says is probably closer to Eve 6
in style. Mann says that tickets
should be $35 maximum, but
you're paying to see three different acts, which should be a
pretty long concert.
The Mirror staff was hoping for Taylor Swift, which
has been rumoured to be this

THE MIRROR welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor mu.s t be dmely and submitted in person atBCC 104, by
email at oplnion@falrfieldmlrror.com or through our Web site
(www.falrfieldmirror.com).

All letters to !he editor that are approprlate~vili be pub(ished eitJ1er In-print or
on ww\Y.fairfieldmi.rror.com
Tile Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and ardcles for content,lenglh and

grammadcal error. Letters should beiree of obscenities and personal attacks,
and should c6ntain correct and racmal infqrmatlon.
Letters should not exceed 400 words.

Tom Cleary, Editor in Cllief

Lily Norton, Executive Editor
Chris Simmons, Managing Editor

NoTABLE ANP QuoTABLE
"I believe that this conference has already written history, that
this conference will write history but we need to make sure it is
the right history."

..

Oprah: The End of an Era
BY MARGOT DACUNHA
STAPF WRITER

Oprah is taking her talk show
off the air!
This bas to be one of the most
shocking headlines in the news this
year. Okay, I'm exaggerating just a
bit, but it is Oprah.
Everyone one and their cousin
knows who Oprah is. I'm nots~ying
that I'm a dedicated viewer of her
talk show, but I do enjoy relaxing to
an afternoon snack with Oprah and
her guests. She is a legend who has
become known as one of the most
famous talk show hosts in America.
Oprah announced this shocking news during one ofthe million
"Oprah Winfrey Shows" on November 20th. As this news was heard by
the public, I am positive that millions'
of Americans were shocked, disappointed, and full of dlsbelief.l mean,
how can society go on without this
incredible icon?
Growing up, Oprah was on the
television in my bouse everyday at 4
p.m. The thing that is so incredible
about Oprah Winfrey is that she is
real. Although she may seem perfect

at times, she has a way ofrelating to
her viewers and making them feel as
if she is a close friend of the family.
America has watched her struggle
with things such as her weight and
relationships, and supported her
every step of the way. She comes on
the show with so much en ergy and
enthusiasm, giving viewers a new
sense of motivation.
There are some shows that
viewers will never forget, like Oprah's
"Favorite Things," which is an episode that occurs every year dedicated
to giving out free stuff to every member of the audience, and not just any
"free stuff' In 2004, Oprah gave away
276 cars, one to every single audience
member. According to People Magazine, EMT specialists were present on
the set in case any one suffered from
over excitement.
Then there's the episode when
American viewers found out that
Tom Cruise is a nut job. In 2005,
Cruise jumped up and down on
Op.t ah's couch screaming, "I'm in
love! I'm in Jove!" Oh jeez ...
So everyone's wondering who
in the world is going to replace Wmfrey? There's been discussion about

other well-known talk show hosts
such as Tyra Banks, Ellen DeGeneres and Kelly Rip a. But seriously,
I do not believe anyone can replace
Oprah. She is irreplaceable, and no
talk show will ever compare to "The
Oprah Winfrey Show."
Oprah stated regarding her
retirement, unus show has been my
life, and I love it enough to know
when it's time to say goodbye." On
Sept. 9, 2011, citizens of America will
gather around their television sets,
and watch as the inspirational Opral1
Wmfrey ends her show after 25 successful years.
I guess all good things do come
to an end, but "The Oprah Winfrey
Show'' will never be forgotten.
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Obama Says Konichiwa!

To the Editor:

On behalf of the Fairfield
University student body we
would like to thank all those that
have participated in dialogue
and taken action in response to
.the contents in edition 35(4 of
The Mirror. Your efforts have addressed sensitive issues and lead
to positive changes in regards to
our student newspaper.
"As students, we look forward
to the publication_of each issue
of 'The Mirror' as it provides us
with valuable campus and world
news, along with a forum where
we can voice our opinions on
matters that are important to us.
The number of students, parents,
faculty, staff, alumni and prospective students that read The
Mirror is proof that it is a vital
part of our University culture and
community.
All those that have participated in the dialogu~ and
action taken such as Mirror
editors, faculty, staff and students have all contributed to
the nositiv~ 'changes that have

" k.f;

.rf')s J ,,_ < .' J: f{ "'-

t ~rh ... , tn~rn--

ta enplace.weareuappyto
see the steps recentfy taken by
the student edliors to revise its
editing procedures and ethics
code along with their interest in
developing a post-publication
advisory board. Each of these
steps will certainly provide
student journalists with more
support in h oning their skills
and in providing our University
community with quality news.
Since The Mirror is our
official student newspaper
and a vital part of our University culture and community, its
content do impact and reflect
upon all of us. Because of this it
is important that the contents of
the newspaper remain consistent
with the ethics standards the
newspaper sets for itself and with
the standards of the University
community. We encourage all
parties that have been working
diligently together to continue
their efforts so that student
journalists remain accountable
to these stan~ards both now and
in the future.
Once again on behalf of the
student body we would like to
thank all those that have put in
hard work to address this situation. We appreciate what you
have done and are interested in
what additional measures will be
taken in the future.
Sincerely,
FUSA Executive Cabinet
Jeffrey Seiser, Laure11
Johnson, David Axelrod, Rachel
Feyre, Frank Fioretti, Erin
Mackey, Alison MacNeill, Edwin
Muniz, Christine Ruane and
Nicole Sweeney
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President Obama bows to Japan's Emperor Akihito.
BY ANA ZIEGLER
STAFF WRITER

There has been a lot of talk lately after President Barack Obama's trip
to Asia. On his trip, Obama bowed to several people when greeting them,
as it is tradition there. It is a sign of respect, especially when you bow
lower than the person you are greeting.
Now for many people that seems to signal some kind of weakness on
Obama's part. They have been saying that by bowing, he shows that his
partner is superior to him, and that it is not appropriate. Since he is one
of the most powerful men in the world, arguably the most powerful, he is
supposed to be the superior one and he is also supposed to show that to
evetybodl '
H- ,, .,., 11
1•1' ,·,fl,l ,,
•, H

While some might think that it was
inappropriate, I myself don't see anything
wrong withJt. Just because he is one of the
most powerful men in the world means
that he does not have to show his respect
to other people? Do people really think
that it is better to act as if you are the most
i¢portant p erson in the world and everybody is beneath you?
l don't think that is going to get you
very far. I think that it is always important
to treat everybody with respect. Chances
are, theymight do the same and it m.akes
you stan out on a much better basis than
upsetting someone because you are acting
like you are something better. I don't know
about you, but I don't appreciate that kind
of behavior.
I don't get what is so terrible about
this. Bowing to somebody does not make
you weak. It is just another form of greeting somebody. Americans need to get over
the idea .that they are better than everybody else and that they can just enforce
their opinion and world views on others. (I
am not saying that every American is like
that, but seen in general on a larger scale.)
Just because other cultures have different world views and traditions does not mean automatically that they are
bad. It also does not mean that other people have to adjust to ourway of
thinking or our traditions and behavior.
Obama was a guest in Asia and that should mean that he has to adapt
to their way of life and not the other way around. Even ·if Obama has an
immense amount of power, this does not give him the right to treat everybody else like his inferiors. Treating somebody with. respect and as your
equal often brings much better results.
The President did nothing wrong. In fact I think he did everything
right, and I believe that he has a much better approach to dealing with
other countries and cultures than many others.
1
We Just need to adjust our way of thinking a little bit~ ' '

--------------~~·--~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------

Working to Get Through Finals
BY VERONICA FtORENTINO

OPINION' EDITOR

With finals swiftly approaching, I think I
can safely say that most students cannot stand
finals. It's just a given.
Beyond the registrar, I don't think anyone
on this campus understands what considerations are made when it comes to scheduling
finals. I'm sure the process is very difficult, but
in my three years of observing the schedule,
I see the finals schedule as a mere lottery of
which time code gets to go at which time.
' I distinctly remember being confused as
I sat down to all of my finals during my first
semester of freshman year. The reason being
for this was that all of my afternoon classes
h ad morning finals and vice versa. Somebow, sitting with Prof. Benney for a 1:30 p.m.
Religion final felt strange after a semester of
9 a.m. classes. That problem still persists:The
final for my Advertising class this semester is
scheduled for Saturday, Dec. 19 at 8 a.m. Did
[mention that this class meets at 3:30 p.m. in
the afternoon?
Many students make their schedules to
accommodate when they learn best, which is
understandable. Many students prefer to avoid
morning classes, especially those at 8 a.m., for
a variety of reasons. Many professors also prefer to teach afternoon classes so they can avoid
commuting in the morning. While the final
may only be one day, it seems to schedule with
such extreme opposition is inconvenient for
all parties involved. Forcing us to take an exam
at 8 a.m. already sets us behind our optimal
performance, especially for students registered
in an afternoon class.
The scheduling of the registrar isn't the
only problem at hand. Residence Life policies
also put students' safety at risk. Students are
notorious for studying late to cram for exams.
Consider the students who happen to have

several finals scheduled in the last few days.
1hey are then required to pack up and head
home. If you have the last final, you normally,
have at least an hour an <La half before you are
required to be out of the dorms, and then must
travel home.
I've heard one professor say that this policy will only be changed when a.student is injured getting.home because they fell asleep at
the wheel, but does it really
have to come to that? We can
assume that after a rigourous semester, all the student
wants is to go home and rest
in time for the holidays or
catch up on lost sleep before
a long trek home. Would allowing us to stay an extra 24
hours after exams make that
much of a difference ifyou
could ensure students' wellbeing and safety?
My favorite incident
involving poor planning
o{finals occurred by sheer
coincidence with no one to
blame. While we picked out
our Ignatian Residential College courses sophomore year,
it worked out conveniently
that most of them met during
the same time code so we
could schedule with ease. lt
wasn't long before we realized that the final for this
time code was scheduled at
the bitter end- 1:30 p.m. on
the day we had to move out.
In essence, all 200 of us were
scheduled to move out of one
building with one elevator at
the same time. That afterFinals overload.
noon, Public Safety anQ the

Kelley Center parking lot·were as filled as they
were on move-in day.
The flnai exam schedule will never be perfect - I understand this. But there are a few
logistical details which just don't make sense
to me. Until then, you'll find me in my apartment studying, and hopefully sleeping early.
Because the last thing I want is to oversleep for
my Advertising final.
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Loving Your Body, Despite the VS Influence
BY MADEL DEL CAS'l'D..LO
STAFF WRITER

After seeing the Victoria Secret Fashion
Show on Dec. 1, most of the thoughts that
went through our heads were "I am never
eating again" or ''feed those poor models!" To others it may have sparked S<?me
motivation to start going to the gym or make
healthier food choices.
Model Kate Moss recently said, "Nothing tastes as g~9d as skinny feels." She was
criticized heavily because her motto was
interpreted as advocating young girls t.o become anorexic. However, mottos like ·t hese
can be seen as an inspiration rather than a
detriment.
Kate Moss is not encouraging anyone
to deprive themselves of food. When I first
read this quote I understood it as eating
unhealthy may taste good for that moment,
but after you may feel disgusting. Therefore,
replacing foods that aren't nutritionally
beneficial for foods that are will allow you to
feel better in the long run.
"This quote is positive because it

doesn'tmean you have to necessarily be
anorexic and eat nothing, it's all about your
eating habits," said Caleigh Tansey '12. "If
you eat a cheeseburger and still feel comfortable in your body, then eat everything
you want in moderation. You can still be
skinny even ifyou are not a superrnodel ... it
is mentally a comfort level with yourself:'
A girl tends to lose confidence in herself
when she doesn't have the "perfect" body
she constantly sees in magazine, commercials, and fashion shows. As long as we are
eating healthy and exercising that is all that
matters.
The majorities of these bodies are airbrushed in magazines and may not exactly
be attainable unless you have the time and
dedication. These Hollywood celebrities
have personal trainers and workout up to
three hours a day; but most of them do not
live the hectic college lives we do.
"I thought the Victoria Secret Fashion
Show was really well presented since the
girls were so confident about their bodies
and girls today usually aren't," said Annie
LoPiccolo '12. "Watching this show made me

want to start going to the gym!'
Most girls assume that boys prefer bodies like the ones displayed on the runway.
They will go to extreme measures such as
diet pills and skipping meals. Julio Gomez
'12 added, "I prefer a woman who has a
natural shape, and does not have to modify
her appearance in artificial ways. I'd rather
her just work out and eat healthy:'
Every individual has his or her own
style and way of living. As for Kate Moss'
mantra, "Nothing tastes as good as skinny
feels," if that works for her that is all that
matters.
People need to explore different options and see ~hat suits them best. Maybe
running on the treadmill or playing racquetball are not your thing, so opt for pilates
and yoga instead. Or maybe you don'tenjoy
eating salads, so alternate between wraps
and soups.
There are just so many different ways to
eat healthy and stay fit, but it is you who has
to pick and choose. Being happy with yourself will not only boost your confidence, but
allow you to enjoy life more thoroughly.

Working Hard ••• For No Money
8YLnY NORTON
ExECUTrvE EDITOR

•

Do you often find yourself overwhelmed with work?
Are you forced to drink coffee three or more times a day just
to get by?
Do you belong to so many clubs or have so many jobs that you
can't often get anything done right or to
the fullest it deserves?
Ifyouhave
answered yes to any
of these questions,
consider yourself an
overachiever.
I admit it, I'm an
overachiever - but
honestly, I'm only
functioning within
an apparatus that
bas serious problems
with high expectations, gra.de inflation
and don't forget
- an end-all goal
to get a high paying
entry level job. You've
probably heard of this
mysterious apparatus I
speak of: college.
People are overprograrnmed from childhood- thinking back,
how many instruments were you taught? How many sports did you
play? It only gets worse as you get older. You are told from everyone
that nothing is ever enough. Someone will always be better than
you. You better work on that resume. Honey, why aren't you doing
more clubs? You need extra-curriculars. And you better have a
few internships under your belt. Ob, plus, don't forget - you need
straight As.
Especially as a senior, I probably have at least one conversation

a day that involves life after graduation, whether it be about helping
friends decide if they should do an internship to boost their resume,
whether or not to quit a club after getting a.new job (or v.ice versa),
or if taking seven classes instead of four will really help you get a job.
Plus, the stress that comes with the constant alel'ts-in my own mind
surrounding the fact that although I've bad two internships, am involved in numerous clubs, and currently have five jobs, I'm still not
guaranteed to have a
job lined up when I
leave Fairfield.
Scary? Tell me
about it.
But honestly, being an overa,chiever
is not a fun existence,
and certainly isn't
healthy. I can attest,
I've been so busy this
semester that I never
have time to work
out, always eat terribly, constantly wake
up tired, and barely
get to have relationships with my friends
and roommates. I
don't even get to enjoy my beach house.
I even remember
in high sc,hool that while everyone was looking to suffer rr·o m semoritis, I worked harder in my senior year than ever before. Then, it
shouldn't be surprising that this semester has been more hectic than
every semester prior.
But unlike high school, which I hated, I don't want to leave Fairfield. As I'm still scrambling to get in applications fo r inremshlps,
a little voice inside my head is constantly saying that I should b e
spending my last semester here enjoying the last few months where
1 don't have responsibilities and just simply can enjoy my friends
before we enter the real world.

"Check all that apply:•
Chances are high that when you
applied to Fairfield, you bree.z ed right
through the Statement ofEthnicityportion
of the Common App in probably less time
than it took you to fill in your name and
a-ddress.
Many members of an ever-increasing
population of college applicants, however,
are hesitating when they come across this
section. If you happen to be a multiracial candidate, you may have had some
thoughts before you responded: Should I
really check off all terms that apply to me,
or would some responses be more or less
"preferential" than others? Ifl do choose,
how do I feel about essentially disregarding a whole part of my heritage? How do
I even begin to describe my understanding of my cultural background through a
multiple-choice question?
Time magazine recently published
the statement that multiracial children
now "have few problems establishing a
comfortable identity, particularly if they
embrace all aspects of their heritage
rather than just one!' The implication of
this statement is that today's society is so
much more culturally aware t;han in the
. past, that mixed-race children do not grow
up psychologically conflicted.
I doubt that multiracial children have
ever had difficulty understanding their
cultural identity. It is only when extemal,
influences are imposed on them, as they
mature, that confusion begins to develop.
As a child, it was a simple concept to me.
My mother's parents came from Puerto
Rico and Cuba, my father came from
Poland, so that made me Puerto Rican,
Cuban, and Polish-American. Where my
parents and grandparents were born, my
physical appearance, and the way I acted
were not linked in my mind. Regardless of
the way other people who looked like me
or had similar backgrounds as me lived,
I lived my life according to the traditions
of my family, whether they fit in with supposed cultural traditions of my heritage
or not.
In my experie,nce it would seem
that much of the rest of the country stiR
impresses upon individuals what are essentially narrow understandings (or l d
thereof) of culture predicated upon stereotypical images of race. In many places
around the world, race sets the precedent
for one to dress a certain way, speak a
certain.way, and listen to a certain type
of music. S~epping out of that box is then
considered a "rejection of one's culture:'
The only reason multiracial individuals have bad a problem establishing
identities, is because there is too much
.pressure on everybody in general to
formulate a set statement of a cultural or
racial identity. Society wants individuals
to be able to describe themselves with
terminology (Black, White, Hispanic, halfHispanic, three-quarters Chinese) that
have no concrete definitions. People of
mixed racial ancestry understand perhaps
better than anybody that rac~al features
are just biological traits, that culture is the
way you Hve, and that one does not dictate
the other.
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IN NEED OF A FINALS BREAK?
AS A THANK YOU TO TI fE FAIRFIELD UNiVERSITY COMMUNITY,
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THE "WORD OF THE DAY IS:

Here's a question you probably won't see on a final exam:What do English, Politics, Information
Systems, Finance, Marketing, Management, Communications, and Economics majors have in
common?

Answer: a paid on-campus job ... at The Mirror. Positions are available next semester at The Mirror, where an ideal intemship sits just minutes from your dorm room. Now that's opportunity.
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current status quo, they fail to make a significant enough imhere's some irony in the school's attitude towards
college drinking. Like their student counterparts,
pact to change the culture of drinking on this campus.
perceived social norms,play a part. It echoes the task
One of the reasons why they fail is that the measures in
force's study* that found 1hat the belief that "everyone" drinks
place are reactive, not preemptive.
This is confirmed by Kevin Curry, "We've dealt with this
and that drinking is acceptable combine to create the strongest correlation to drinking among young students.
problem in a sense that way, probably since the inception of
this problem which is kind of reactive in nature."
You could just as easily substitute the belief that
"everyone is drinking" with the belief that "this happens
TI1e school waits until the student is documented violaton every college campus" or "every coHege campus has a
ing the alcohol policy before involving them in the alcohol
drinking problem."
groups that aim to change the student's attitudes towards alcoEvery individual I have interviewed has told me that the
hol. The problem with this approach is that the student body
cultw·e of drinking is not exclusive to this campus and that it is
as a whole creates the culture and if the school targets only
in fact found on every college campus. This type ofmindset is
those who are caught violating the policy, then it is excluding
the student body from the resources that are geared towards
used by students to justify their drinking, yet at the same time
it's used by the administration to defend their approach and
changing attitudes towards alcohol. Students who propel
the attitude that everyone drinks and that it's normal could
response to the drinking problem prevalent on its campus.
potentially go through their
Dean of Students Tom PeUegrino
explained what the school does during
entire coUege career without
ever crossing paths with these
student orientation, saying, "Some
members of the audience, they're
resources.
The school's reactive stance
quite aware of what happens on college campuses, others are not, so we
puts it one step behind its
students and the culture which
provide a presentation to parents and
als? feeds into another probstu~ents, provide them with some stalem: the school does not have a
tistics about what happens on college
"3-i.n-1 approach:'.. Because its
campuses in general:' He continued,
approach is primarily respon"We try to be very open and frank with
sive and occurs after the fact,
our population about what happens
there is no uniformity. The only
on college campuses and then we talk
w~en
to them a little bit about what our aptime it addresses the student
proaches are here."
body as a whole about alcohol
is during orientation and from
ln that same breath, he added,
that point on it's only those that
"you make decisions for yourself as
are caught who are exposed to
to why you're here and what we strive
its resources. As the task force
for at this University in particular is to
recommended, the approach needs to be on three clifferent
move away from mediocrity:'
fronts: the individual, the student body, and the community.
But by accepting that underage drinking on college camIf all three are not executed simultaneously, then it fails like a
puses is the norm, isn' t the school falling into mecliocrity?
No one can deny that the school bas pollcies and protripod with only two legs.
ui think there's attempts to make it a collaborative efcedures in place ro inform and educate students on alcohol
fort, and I don't know that there's a perfect model to do that,
and their behavior under the influence but based on the
I think it involves a number of things," Curry said. "As far as
Irom an administrative perspective, I really don't know what
* The Task Force on College Drinking
that perspective is, but I do believe that there's a collaborative
**The task force divided the problems concerning the
effort here:'
cult/Ire into rhree aspecrs rhat needed to be addressed:
But there seems to be a contradiction as weU.
individuals (including at-risk or alcohol-dependent
"There
are different missions that are going on right now
drinkers) , the student body as a whole, fwd the college
in
terms
of
attempting
to raise public awareness," Curry conand the surrounding community.
tinued. While he does not have a direct role in many of these

T

"If you want to get some-

body to change they got to
want to do it themselves
you know, it's that old adage that tit's so hard to
I'm being
change
told to, it's so easy when I
want to'"- Tom Pellegrino

efforts, he said, "1 think part of the job [of Fairfield Corps] is
to advertise a little bit more a differe nr perception of drinking on campus, whereas my role here is to deal more with the
inclividuals that are affected by this;• he added.
How can 'there be a collaboration if one of the key players
in changing attitudes towards alcohol is not involved in the
other two aspects of the "3-in-1 approach"?
"I think that is part of the problem;' Curry noted. "The
problem _is probably systemic and historic and that has to do
with just all kinds of issues. We have discussions about it and
certainly, I'm part of prevention programming. That being
said, it's not my area of expertise either. Intervention is more of
my area of expertise:·
Pellegrino put1he responsibility of changing the culture
on the students, saying, "UJtimately if we want to see a change,
you don't use policies necessarily, and standards and metrics
to engage in change.lf you want to get somebody to change
they got to want to do it themselves you know, it's that old adage that you know' it's so hard to change when I'm being told
to, it's so easy when I want to:"
I would have to disagree. If people only did what they
wanted to, then who wouJd clean t he bathrooms? Who
would show up to a boring core class?Wbo would write that
10-page paper? I think that if we as a society want change
then irmust be forced.
In the beginning, it will get worse but the night is always
darkest right before the dawn. Things will get worse before
they get better, but the attitude that this is normal has to be
erased. Alcohol has to be seen for what it is - a substance, one
that does bodily damage, impairs judgment and causes a lot of
grief both socially and in deaths related to it. We must stigmatize it like all the other drugs as well as the tolerance and the
use of it as a social lubricant.
I know it's going to hurt, I drink too. 1 know how terrifying life is sober, believe me, but there's something to be said
about actually meeting people who will remember you in the
morning.

Read the rest on www.fairfleldmirror.com

Analyzing Fairfield's Approach to Alcohol and Possible
Solutions. The article in this paper is only the conclusion to a
much longer in-depth analysis on the drinking culture at Fairfield University and the approaches and recommendations to
reducing it significantly.
The aforementioned article is the third and final installment in a series, which corresponds to a documentary on the
drinking cultured called "Inebriated."
Check onlinefor the release ojthis documentary.
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Campus Quandaries
Professors Finding a Balance Between Teaching and Working
BY RORY BERNIER
STAFF WRITER

Faculty maintain scholarly research or creative activities- in their labs, in their studios, in archives and libraries, etc. which takes up many hours per week Faculty also
serve qn departmental, school/college and University
coi)Jllli tteeS' (e.g., rank and tenure, or Athletics, or search
committees).
"In general, faculty work outside the university
should not be for more than the equivalent of one day per
week to be approved;' said Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences Robbin Crabtree.
Accordingto the Dean of the Dolan School ofBusiness, Nonn Solomon, "Most often the outside work takes
the form of consulting with a profit or not for profit organization on a variety of business topics - for. example,

Teaching a graduate seminar at another university.
Working a very limited amount of hours on something
related to their research. Consulting with non-profit
organizations.
These days Fairfield full-time faculty must adhere to
a strict Faculty Handbook that restricts their off-campus
employment.
On Oct. 13, 2009, a mass e-mail was sent by Senior
Vice President for Academic Affairs Paul J. Fitzgerald
S.J. to all University full-time faculty members regarding
''outside employment:' According to the faculty handbook,
·"Full-time members of !he faculty may not engage in
other employment or private professional activity d uring
the academic year except on a limited basis and only
~'In
with the written approval of the dean:·
The situation is different for part-time faculty members. "Adjunct and parr-time faculty members teach one
or two classes and get paid a stipend for each class:• said
Fran Silverman, an adjunct professor herself and advisor
to The Mirror. '~djuncts have no ben efits, n one of the
benefits that full time staff have like health, tuition reimbursement, etc. Full-time faculty members are salaried,
N
M ingus
with benefits and the ability to obtain tenure."
Paul J. Fitzgerald S.J said, "Full-time faculty work
'10.
at Fairfield involves about 60 hours per week (during
the term) of work from our tenure-stream faculty. Folks
prepare and teach three courses, they meet with the (perhaps 75) students enrolled in these tree sections during
weekly office !\ours and in scheduled individual appointgeneral business strategies, marketing research and financial strategies. The external work that the faculty members
ments, and correspond with them via e-mail, Eidos and
Angel:'
do can often assist them in illustrating the most current
Faculty also mentor majors within their departments
trends in business in the classroom:'
and/or undeclared students seeking advice on course
Other faculty might be invited to teach or co-teach a
selection, core courses, study abroad, internships, fu,ture r gxactuate seminar at another university, which allows them
professional options, graduate school, etc. Faculty occato teach content they might not get to teach at Fairfield.
sionally work with individual students in directed reading
Full-time professors are on a nine-month contract
courses.
with the University. Prom Sept 1 through May 30, school

this economyright now

its only fair to allow them to

pursue other w ork outside the

university while s till focusing on

other studen tsJ Tenny

is in session meaning they must uphold the rules af University work only.
"There are-limits on the kind and the amount of work
they can do elsewhere beyond this contract,n said Crabtree. The goal1s to limit outside work so as not to interfere
with their full~time duties at Fairfield.
According to Fitzgerald, "During the summer months,
[the fa cult}'} have more time for pure research and pedagogical development; they are also free to pursue other
professional activities, and they do not need permission
to d o so."
At the Dolan School of Business, professors often
consult for organization s beyond the University and
related to their academic expertise. In the College of Arts
and Sciences, p tofessors may have the same opportunity
but they try to limit those actions as much as possible.
'~ything that I've done outside of the University has
either been related to small grants and those are usu ally
situations where either you w ork with the grants office;•
said Professor Renee White.
"Professor Curt Naser developed Eidos and Eidos is
turning into this big company that's going to provide that
platform for universities and high schools around the
country;' said White.
The University benefits from Eidos but it can be seen
as a separate business as well. Fairfield wants to make sure
that the faculty's primary focus is the work they do here.
Schools have issues sometime over conflicts of interest. The projects it may have students doingrelaqng to
some non-university benefit or utilizing things that you
financially benefit greatly from in the class room.
"When I was at Central Connecticut they had very
strict prohibition on using any material that you would
benefit financially from in the class room. So if you wrote a
book, you couldn't use it to teach because itw:as considered an ethics violation;' White said.
"In this economy right now it's only fair to allow them
to pursue other work outside the university while still
focusing on other students:' said Jenny Mingus '10.

Diversity, An Uphill Battle
BY SEAN CLO RES
STAFF WRITER

(
f

The issue of diversity has been brought
up many times on this campus. The problem,
that Fairfield lacks diversity and interracial
relations, is understood. Finding the solution,
however, is a lot more complex. It will take
a Jot more time to progress, but change and
progress start and stop with the students of
Fairfield.
Earlier in the semester, a poll came out by the
Princeton review involving diversity. The results
showed Faixfield as the No. 1 college or University
with d1e least race and class interaction. Two things
ran through my mind when I read that
First, how could a poll like that be put together? Can a survey or review really tell what
dally interaction is like at a University'? I don't
thlnk that's totally accurate.
Secondly, I think the poll further exposes
an issue that has been gaining more and more
attention in recent years. Fairfield's minority
population has increased to 15 percent over
the last couple years. 1hat rise coupled with the
efforts of the diversity office has made a strong
push in a positive direction.
Even with this effort, there seems to be a divide
between minority groups and the rest of the Fairfield
population.
One of the most noticeable things to me, is the lack of
Caucasian students that participate in the Diversity office.
Steve Parker, a senior, thinks that some students just aren't
used tO the interaction with different ethnic groups.
"Maybe people feel intimidated by [the Diversity office]. Titat doesn't necessarily mean they don't feel they are
diverse, just not comfortable in that situation," Parker said.
Alexis Durand, a senior of Peruvian background,

Photo illustration by Peter
thinks there has been a major change in his time here.
"When I first got here from New York City, it was a culture shock. As the years passed, I noticed that the school
became more and more ethnically diverse. With more
time, I think it will keep getting better:' said Durand.
The Diversity office puts programming together all
year long for students to explore different backgrounds and
find similarities between themselves and other people.
Will Johnson, the director of diversity programs, explained
that his office presents opportunities, but students have to
do the rest.
"It's almost a natural human reaction to go towards

what's similar to us," Johnson said.
"Our challenge is to encourage
people to break that mold.''
Different groups on campus
are trying to help in the school's
effort. Tyron Shaw '11 is a member
of Omega Phi Kap pa Multicultural
Fraternity. He feels that his group,
along with others, is the answer
toward gaining more involvement
"It isn't just about individual
people by themselves. Different
groups have to come together apd
put things out there that a majority of students will enjoy, and they
will come;' said Shaw.
It's clear that all sides are
uncomfortable to a certain degree.
For many minority students, being
the minority is a new thing. TI1ey
are the majority in their hometowns in most cases.
On the other side, many Caucasian students haven't encounCaty and Andooi Flores tered this issue before on a daily
basis. Although the Diversity office has a strong minority student
base, Meredith Marquez, the assistant director of diversity
programs, made ir clear that everyone is represented and
that's the whole point of the program. Marquez explained
the importance of diversity in people's lives and this is a
good place to open up to that.
"No matter what field your entering after school, it's
much more diverse than where you are now. It's extremely
important to be ableworkwith people of different backgrounds," Marquez said. "I hope everyone knows that our
office is always open. lf we don't hear from you, we what
don't know what you think."
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From Baghdad To Fairfield
A look at the Life of Visitin g Fairfield Student Ali Abdul Majeed
tlstry degree.

BY BRENDAN MONAHAN
STAFF WRITl!R

Life was going pretty well for
Ali Abdul Majeed. A Uojversity of
Baghdad student with a loving fam·
Uy, exciting friends and an adoring
girlfriend - everything seemed ro
be coming together pretty well.
Then the War in Iraq broke out
in 2003. Things were bad, but bearable. At first, the six-foot tall, tanned
Baghdad native even made friends
with American troops as they
swarmed his home city of Baghdad.
•They were so cool. I was like
hanging our with them, we talked a
lot,• Majeed said.
As conditions worsened,
though, soldiers became wary of
not knowing who was an Iraqi
they should befriend and who was
a terrorist and the friendliness
disappeared.
Majeed, currently an undergraduate sophomore at Fa1rfield,
knew the ongoing war could take a
turn for the worst.
Then, it did.
The muscular young man with
a dark haired mushroom haircut
saw the worst of human kind.
"Explosions ... sometimes I was
lucky by like one minute or two minutes. Like that day we left late from
my bouse to go ro school and exactly
like two minutes time difference, a
big explosion happened ahead," he
said.
The constant discovery o[body
parts, the fear of making the wrong
step, the seemingly ticking time
bomb on his own life grew all too
familiar.
"At the end you just get used
to it. Everyday when you're leaving,
you put in your mind, in your head
you might not come back. You are
leavi11g this morning to go to the
school - [this] could be the last day
of your life" Majeed said.
His parents never left him
alone. Majeed never minded. While
living in Iraq they would call "30 to
4{) times during the six hour school
period" Majeed recalls. They had to
make sure their kids weren't the latest victims in the ongoing violence.
Heading for Syria
And then his family joined
miUions of fellow Iraqi refugees and
headed for Syria.
But Majeed knew that he
needed a mere eight more months
in Iraq to finish his dentistry degree.
And with tllnt, the thinly built
athletic young man made his Syrian
visit a shon one. He was determined
to continue to work towards a den-

A Westport native,
•Life could not possibly
Katter wanted to
get worse,n Majeed thought
do something to
But it did. Seeking peace,
help the situation
Majeed received anything
in Iraq. A college
but a warm welcome when
connection at the
he arrived at the Uruversity
ISP talked him nto
of Mosul in Northern Iraq. A
funding Majeed's
cross between religious war
trip to the United
with Muslim extremists and
State with little
the ongoing global war, Mosul
effort.
was the epitome of a war zone.
"I have pretty
"This can't be," Majeed restrong feelings
members thinking as he began
about the U.S. acto discover the horrifying contion in Iraq and this
ditions he would call home.
is a good way for
Yet again, be began to
me to participate
fear for his life. Only this time,
in making some
he was alone - no family and
restitution,• Katter
certaJoly no friends.
said.
"I was sharing the room
Headed to the U.S.
with very, very conservative
The "T's" were
religious people that I was
crossed and the
probably opposite from them.
"l 's" were dotted.
Just living with them was Like
Majeed had put
dangerous," Majeed said. "I
every piece of the
couldn't taJk anything or even
puzzle that was golisten to music or do anything
ing to get him to the
because that's like forbidden
United States.
for them so I was forbidden:•
He said goodThe roommates were
bye to everything he
Muslim extremists and alknew and everyone
though they were not violent
he loved on August
extremists, the area surround23. 2008, boarding
Majeed is completing his undergraduate studies for the sec- a plane from Syria
ing Mosul was a battlefield.
ond time to reach his ultimate goal ofbecomJog a dentist.
They were students bound for New York
srudents that made it difficult
City. It was a long
to do everything - from
days passed.
task saying goodbye.
sleepingin the same room to taking
Mosul was miserable, Baghdad
"The goodbye was awesome
a simple shower, Majeed was in
wall barbarous. Syria was the only
aU my family, my friends went out
misery.
option to retreat to and it allowed
and we rented a bus to the airport
"No power, no bot water, and
the aspiring dentist to rejoin hls
because my friends came from Iraq,
it's just freezing. Water drops comfamily.
Jordan and Lebanon to say good bye
The Iraqi Student Project
ing from the ceiling. It's so hard," he
so it was really nice,• Majeed said.
When he touched down, he
Waiting and wishing for an
said.
The days were filled with horopportunity to come his way while
would be arriving in a place where
ror, the nights and weekends were
lacking a dentistry license, Majeed's
not only were his parents not
anywhere but fun.
cousin garnered information on a
obligated to check on him 30 to 40
"I just have to fight through
times, they simply couldn't.
program called The Iraqi Student
this and get out of here;• Majeed
Project while learning to teach EngAt last, he was off. Not to be
lish language to Iraqi refugees living
recalls thin1ciog.
seen in Iraq for four years and anxlie had traveled from an interin Syria. Majeed's younger brother,
ious to see the sights of the United
national war wne in Baghdad to a
currently enrolled in a university in
States within mere hours.
religious war woe in Mosul, finding
Indiana, agreed i:o go to the inter"While I was in the plane I was
himself counting the days until he
view and take the test.
so excited to come here)<nowing
would graduate from Mosul and flee
He fit the program's goal of atthat this would be a new start for me
and
a new chance to improve myself
tracting Iraqi collegiate students that
the entire country.
With a four-year college degree
and to learn more about the world,"
had their education cut short due to
the ongoing war. Majeed did not fit
he remembers thinking.
in hand, Majeed retreated to Syria
with no plan for the furure.
that characteristic, but he scored a
He was greeted \vith true
- sut; he,lik~most college-stu560 out of a possible 570. He was difAmerican arrival-security checks
dents, had a dream plan.
ficult to turn down. He had little rea- and constant interrogation.
•Have my own clinic, get big
son not to go and was willing to start
"The first thing that 1remember
is a ton of question and investigamoney, live my life, I can do whathis undergraduate studies aU over
tion for more than six hours - after
ever I want, I can get married, I can
again. Majeed's brother also had
that they said 'welcome to United
linle reason to remain in Syria after
get a girl I like, that I love."
States,m Majeed said.
his acceptance Into the program.
Suddenly, his focus wasn't his
"I have no future, I have noth"The first night I stayed in NYC.
dreams-. Lt was surviving.
"Hey I just wantto live, screw
Ing to do ... worst day of my life. I
I was so fascinated. I was like 'Ohh
made my decision to start over again my God, everybody just running,"'
everything," Majeed thought as the
he said.
and the applying process took like
six months,• Majeed said.
At last he was escorted to
Fairfield by Katter. Having departed
With no legal employment
a war zone and arrived at a mansion
and no direction, he took that
overlooking the Long lsland Sound,
chance to come to the United
life seemed good again. Dreams
States when his acceptance letter
were beginning to be reformulated.
arrived. Majeed knew months of
His first thought rold it aU.
preparation and English practice
"Beautiful. I went to the Presiwould be needed. but it was a sacdent's House, Bellarmine, I was like,
rifice he was willing to make.
you see the beach. The beach with
Shortly after Majeed's acthe blue and the green. It's beauticeptance, Charles Karter was
ful," he thought.
approached by the Iraqi Student
Soon, though, the beauty of
Project program about being a
the looks would have to be replaced
potential sponsor. Karter, a Morgan
with the hard work of the books.
Stanley Executive stepped up to
Majeed was put through a
help Majeed out both financially
and more importantly personally.
rigorous orientation to help him

learn the ins and outs of the English
language, the Fairfield campus and
the country as a whole.
He moved into Townhouse 37
about a week ear1y and was immediately struck with comfort.
The life he departed and the life
he arrived at cou.ld nor have be~n
more different. From the dreaded
University of Mosul to Townhouse
37, Majeed was rushed with feelings
of comfort and peace as he moved
his few suitcases upstairs.
Chris Wtnslow '10 was one
of Majeed's housemates. He had
learned that a fifth student had been
placed into his townhouse on hls
way to campus.
Originally bothered by the fact
that a student be didn't know had
taken the double room in the house,
Winslow was blown awaywben
he realized the type of kid he'd be
living with. From the very moment
be pulled up to the house, the Long
Island native was struck by Majeed's
efforts to help move bags in and
become true friends with his new
roomies.
Enjoying the hot and cold
water, the heat and air conditiooJog,
beautiful surroundings, and party
after party, Majeed quickly impressed his house mates. Wmslow
chalks Majeed up as lifelong friend.
NHe's the man. I love him. He's
one of the chillest people I know.
Always willing to do everything the
right way with a cool head. Nice guy,
always willing to give; Wmslow sajd.
Katter has noticed the same
qualities, only in a bit more professional sense.
"He is bright, determined, has
a clear idea ofwhere he wants w go
and what hurdles he needs to get
over. He's also Very adaptable and
seems to have adjusted very quickly
to hls new environment;' Karter
said.
Gerry Adams, a current
housemate and fellow International
student, from Ireland, graduating
with his master's degree in December, is also impressed with the way
in which Majeed has adapted.
~Ali has adjusted searolessly ro
college life here in the US. Given the
stark contrast between our cultures
and the fact the area he is from is
still considered a war woe, one
would believe it would be quite difficult to assimilate to the American
culture. However, Ali seems to have
done just so; Adams said.
Majeed progressed through
his sophomore year just as every
other undergraduate - but with a
horrifying past, and a fascinating
story to tell.
As the year went on, that story
began to get out and was met with
intense interest From partygoers to
professors, everyone wanted to hear
about Majeed's past.
"First year, a lot of people
were interested to know more like what's going on there, what's
the situation like there," Majeed
recalled. "'There's a lot of people
that don'tknow anything. They only
know about what's going in if they
see ... the media or news, which is
not the true picrure.•

Read the rest on
www.fairfleldmirror.com
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-..:IIQ)ev.~r before seen endeavor,

FUSA announced that this year's spring concert will be a multi-performance event, featuring
Kingston and an opening act by Eve 6. The third surprise act will be announced when students return in January.
1lil11:edlsi<J•n to have three acts in a single night concert was based on past surveys and opinions Qflitudents, who expressed
UlE~iil~•ll.re to see different genres of music performed at Fairfield. As a pop/R&B/hip-hop artist, Sean Kingston is known for hits
Bumbi:' "Beautiful Girls; and*Face Drop" which have all reached the Top 10, among many others.
variety to the conc~rt, Eve 6 is a throwback alternative-pop-rock band guaranteed to stir up memories for many,
-----By~cq!Jlbinilrlg twodilfet8Bt ~s
PUS~ plana to atttaet a wide array of students and ~de them 'with a
JUIU~(tl;ltert u.ouCJA.. ~ve- r Se&ll''leiore.:'"'WUfl the t:6irit act in support, the cttntertWiD be a mix ofmUsical

be<acll~lt: seatl

:Jrusk:,

neJCtwt·::>cu;wraav. ~10 atAlumhlltall, -.n~~~-- will begiD.
of the surpris~ act. FOr quetiiolii1mdlor more ~r>maat1~n,
(IOJ~QJID.cert:s,at melissa.meon@student.fairfteld.edu
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~fie 'Right 'Bite
a review of restaurants in and around Pairjie(d

Molto at 1215 Post Road
BY MABEL DEL CASTD.LO
ST/\PF WRJTBR

Are you undecided about where to take that special girl out for dinner? Do you feel like
celebrating your birthday with a big group of friends? Is your family coming up to visit soon?
If the answer is "yes" to any of these questions, then Mol to (located at 1215 Post Road)
is the place to go.
Molto means "very" in Italian. Maybe that is why everything in there is very beautiful, very
good and very trendy. I would definitely suggest dressing up a bit, and don't make plans for right
after dinner; reservations are not allowed and waiting time can be as much as an hour.
Upon arriving you are greeted by a host who i~ very friendly and will either add your name
to th~ waiting list (if you go on a Friday or Saturday night) or have you seated immediately if you
go on a Sunday or weekday.
The walls are beautifully decorated with antique Italian paintings and the lighting is dim
and soothing. There is upbeat lyrical
music playing in the background accompanying an exotic vibe. The color scheme
is red, black and white. Everything seems
very modern, from the square plates to
the black drinking straws.
The staff is very energetic and efficient. On a Friday or Saturday the food
may take a little longer, but it's okay because aside from the appetizer you order,
they supply you with freshly baked Italian
bread and olive oil with spices.
The pricing ranges from $4 to $19.50.
Photo byMabel Del CastiUofThe Mirror
You can choose from a variety of ItalThe finnocchio salad is delicious and reasonably
ian tapas, paninis, salads, pizza, pasta,
priced at only $12.50.

Photo by Mabel Del CasUilo(The Mirrot

chicken, salmon and steak. There is also a fully stocked bar with a huge array of wines.
For appetizers I would definitely recommend the fried calamari or bruschetta. Ifyou opt
to go there for lunch I would recommend the·grilled verdure, which.costs $7.50 and consists of
eggplant, zucchini, mushroom, tomato and mozzarella.
Their salads are absolutely deHcious and full of flavor. So if you are in the mood for a salad
I would definitely recommend the campagna, which costs $10.50 and consists of mixed greens,
apples, pears, walnuts, cranberries, gorgoozola and grilled chicken.
My personal favorite, however, is the finocchio, which costs $12.50, and consists of mixecl
greens, grilled shrimp, crisp pancetta, roasted fennel and parmigiano reggiano. The dressing is
unique and definitely a great addition.
The pizza is amazing as well. I love the:tvJargheritai which costs $10, and consists of fresh
tomatoes, mozzarella ~d basil. The crust is nice and crisp and everything seems to sit tightly.
If·you have a sweet tooth, which I certainly do, I would encourage you to try any of their
desserts for just $6. They have Italian cheesecake; tiramisu, cannolis, chocolate lava cake with
gelato, tartufo, fresh berries, and flourless chocolate cake.
I should also warn you that itis typically an older crowd, so itisn~t that place where you
would go to check people out (unless you are interested in morns and dads). Older couples seem
to dine there and engage in the gigf.ntic plasma television located on top of the kitchen.
So next time you are in the mood to dress up and enjoy a high-quality dinner, get ready to
enter an exotic dining area and leave in hopes of returning again.

er ~ite
ered Oreos and cookie dough bites. They were
and I have been craving them
ever since the last bite.
The owner explained how they will be
Finals are approaching and with finals
giving student!~ wbo sb9w their student lds
cornestress and anguish. What is a better cure
10 percent off of their purchase through the
to these terrible feelings other than sweet,
month o£December.
delidous candy? NOTHlNG!
Not only Is tpis a time to treat yourself,
Swet:t Rexie's is the name of the brand
but this ls also the time ofyear to 1.reat others.
new candy shop that opened in town.across
Christmas and Hannukab are tight arOtmd the
from Chef's Table. 1his little shop is quaint
comer and what better to give as a gift then deand cute, yet chock full of the most succulent
licious chocolates or hand picked candy.
candy in all of Fairfield.
Sweet Rexle~ also has pre-made gift
When fb'st entering this fantasy dream
baskets for those who need aqW£k solution to
store, my heart h.ad nearly skipped a beat. I
a candy run. They are beautifully displayed in
literally felt like a kid In a candy shop.
the center ofthe store
My attention was ~----~-"7':):mm:em;;_:!:::;i
and ~am SU{e thar:
immediately focused
theflook as good as
on the homemade ice
they taste.
cream stand contain'lllis candy shop
ing eight of the most
also offers a space
delectable flaVors
for young children'~
such as, Cappuccino
.lf!II'li'~'~·Ullr<f ..birthday parties. 'Ole
Crunch, Birthday
past two times f have
Ca.ke1 Chocolate,
been in there1 a little
Old Fashion Vanilla,
girl has been celebratMoose Tracks, Peping the ultimate sugar
permint Stick, Milk
princess party.
and Cookies and
Photo
by
Aabley
Zangara/'IM
Mlrmt
1hls is a great
Cotton Candy. I was
place.to take a
informed that eight Sweet Rexie's replaced the AerosoJes shoe store on
younger sibling when
more new and excit- Post Road.
rhey come to visit.
ing flavors wiU be
Ifyou baby-sit and live in the area, this is a
coming soon.
convenient and fun shop to bring the kids for
I w·ds compelled to try the Cappuccino
something to do. Trust me, you will get just as
Crunch and do not regret a second of it If you
much enjoyment out of the candy as d1ey do.
are a coft'ee lover, l highly reeommend this
Take some time out of your hectic finals
scrumpti<lus treat.
filled week and make the excursion to this
Not only was the ice cream delicious, hut
a.umzing candy shop. Not only will it boost
the candy was even better! 1here is a whole
your mood, but it will aUow you to enter into a
waU dedicated to Swe(iish fish, power apple
magical
sugar filled world for the few minutes
belts, chocolate covered mini pret7.els. candy
you
are
in
there.
"
buttons and so on.
I opted to get a bag full of chocolate covins&n~ good
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Wealthy Memphis couple Leigh Anne (Sandra Bullock) and Sean 1\tohy (Tim McGraw)
take in a homeless black teenager Michael Oher (Quinton Aaron) after seeing him wandering around In the cold night wearing only aT-shirt and shorts. What was supp_o sed to be one
night of sleeping on the couch turns into Oher joining the Thohy family. The family helps
tl,1is gentle giant reach his full potential academically and introduce the naturally gifted athlete to th~ world of football. ln turn, Oher's presence in the Tuohys' lives offers them some
self-discoveries on their own part.
The story provides a nice balance of family love and athletics. With the help of
his adopted family and coacbe!l, Oher works hard as a football player and student to
become an All-Americanleft tackle. During the course of the movie, the audience roots
for Michael and his new family.
Parts of the movie tug at the heartstrings, but the script is full ofhumor and snappy
dialogue, especially for Bullock's character. The main reason why this film works is due to
Sandra Bullock's performance as the feisty Leigh Anne. She is a spitfire who does not take
"no" for an answer, but she is filled with generosity. Leigh Anne's husband Sean is a Jess outspoken person, but together they give off the vi be of an old married couple that understands
each other well. Oher is just as likable as Leigh Anne, but possesses a quiet and.thoughtful
demeanor of a teenager who is searching for some success and·stability in his life.
"The Blind Side" is worth every penny and can be enjoyed by all audiences. This is
one of Bullock's best performances and she is already in talks for an Oscar nomination.
As of Sunday, ''The Blind Side" has overtaken Twilight's "New Moon n at the box office
after running a tight race since both films opened. According toE! Online, it currently
bas grossed about $130 domestically.
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Christmas Movies to Watch Over Break
Before Christmas" is a stop-motion
animated musical directed by Tim
Burton. Jack Skellington, the pumpkin
king of HaUoweentown, is tired of his
holiday and tries to take over Christmas after visiting Christmastown.

BY ANA ZIEGLER
STAPP WRITER

The Santa Clause
This is my favorite Chrisonas movie of all
time, featuring Tim Allen as Santa Claus. After
accidentally killing Santa on Christmas Eve, Scott
Calvin (Tim Allen) has to take over his job. Besides
coming to terms with that himself, he also has to
convince his ex-wife and her new husband that he
is not insane. ''The Santa Clause" is a wonderful
Christmas comedy that makes you believe in Santa
Clause aU over again. They also made two sequels
but I would not recommend either one of them,
since ~ey are far from the quality of the first one.

Home Alone
"Home Alone" tells the story of
Kevin McCallister (Macaulay Culkin)
who is accidentally left behind at home
while his family goes on Christmas
vacation. He then has to defend his
house against two dumb burglars who
are unfortunate enough to decide to
rob his home, and hilarity ensues. In
the sequel, Kevin is left in New York
and has to reunite with his family
again.

(National Lampoon's) Christmas Vacation
Another one of my favorites. A comedy about
Clark Griswold, played by Chevy Chase, and his
family as they try to master the ups and downs of
Christmas when things don't go as smoothly as
planned.
DieHard
A movie for all of you who don't like the classic ·

Christmas tale. Jon McLane (Bruce Willis) has to
rescue his wife and her co-workers, who get taken hostage
in their office building during a Christmas party.
Love Actually
A British comedy/drama that is made up of eight
stories, all showcasing different kinds of love that are
somehow aU connected. It takes place around Christmas,
and the cast includes Alan Rickman, Hugh Grant and
Keira Knightley, among others. Not a classic Christmas

movie yet but soon to be.

Harry Potter Series
Most of the Harry Potter movies
Photo lllustratlon by Dan Leltao/The Mirror were released around Chrisanas and
usually contain a good snow-covered
Hogwarts scene. Always a good choice if
you get tired of actual Christmas movies.

Miracle on 34th Street
A classic Christmas movie in which Kris Kringle has
to prove that he is not insane but in fact the real Santa.
Two versions of this movie exist. The original is from 1947
and in black-and-white, while the remake is from 1994.
The Nightmare before Christmas
A slightly different Christmas movie, "The Nightmare

iPick
BY RENEE BORGBESI

Elf
"Elf" became an instant Christmas favorite after its
release in 2003. Featuring Will Ferrell as Buddy the Elf, a
human raised by elves, ''Elf" follows Buddy's adventure as
he travels to New York to find his biological father. Buddy
provides some classic quotes as he helps Santa Clause
("Santa! I know him!") try to save Christmas.

You Listen
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Song: My Only Wish This Year
Artist: Brltney Spears

Song: The Christmas Song
Artist: Nat King Cole

Okay, obviously I love this song because I am a huge
Britney fan. But this song is catchy and fun to listen to.
It's one of the better modem Christmas songs sung by
a pop star.

I think Nat King Cole is great,
and his versions of all the
popular Christmas songs are
the best. But this is my favorite
song to listen to while decorating the tree and sitting by
the fire. The strong imagery of
the words is complimented by
the sentiments of family togetherness
and a white Christmas.

Song: All I Want For Christmas Is
You
Artist: Mariah Carey

Gnk-·
S<,~

Seriously, who doesn't have this
song on their iPod?

Song: My Grown Up Christmas Ust
Artist: Michael Buble
Here's a man who can sing so beautifully,
still writes to Santa Claus even as an adult,
and only asks him for peace and love
worldwide to help a world in need. There's
only so few of them out there like that.

Dan Leltao/The Mirror

Song: Someday At Christmas
Artist: Stevie Wonder
Stevie Wonder's album "Someday at Christmas" is my all-time favorite Christmas
album. Its title track delivers an important message while still sounding upbeat
enough to rival the happy-go-lucky classic holiday songs. Christmas is the time of
the year to spread joy and share the message of peace and goodwill with everyone.
(Remember, the best way to spread Christmas cheer is singing loud for all to heart)

Song: Winter Wonderland
Artist: Diana Krall
There are so many classic Christmas songs and I love all
of them, but this is one of the few that I can tolerate listening to every time it comes up on fue radio. It gets me
excited for when that first snowfall comes, because it is
a winter wonderland outside. Until I get cold and have
to trek to class while trying not to slip down the hill.
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FUSA CONCERT!

FU SA PRESENTS COMING EVENTS

CHRISTMAS BREAK

BRFAKSHUI11.E .A.£U:U UU:
~

SATU RDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH - ALUMNI HALL
TICKET SALES BEGIN ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 1ST

0EcEM.BER1Cffli:
&\MSHUm.Ero B01H )FK.ANO lAGUAROIA

2PM SHUm..E 10 B01H fFICANO lAGUAROIA

"'ni£R.E Wlll BE NO R£TURN SHI.JITI..E
TICKET PRICES AND THE "MYSTERY" GUEST TO BE REVEALED IN JANUARY! STAY TUNED

PlEASE FillOUflliE SIGN-UP FORM SENT VIA EMAil AND R£TURN ITlO BCC 212 WIIHA$5 DEPOSIT

FUSA ELECTION INFO

RJSA~lO EucnON INFORMATION

JANUARY 19,:~HO - FUSA El.ECnON PACKEr AVAliABLE IN BCC 212
fEBRUARY 5, ~10 - El.ECnON PACKETS DUElO BCC212
FEBRUARY10.~10 - MEETTHECANDIDATFSNIGHT - MAlNOININGR00MANOTHElEVEE

FEBRUARY I7, ~10 - FUSAPRIMARY ELEenON (IF NECESSARY)
fEBRUARY2'3, 2010- El.ECnON DAYAND POST-El.ECnON PAKJY ArTH.E lEVEE

~

FUSA SENATE OPENINGS

FUSA S ENATE OPEN INGS FOR SPRING SEMESTER
ON E SEAT OPEN IN CLASS OF 2010 AND 2013
CONTACT SENATE CHAIR FRANK FIORETTI AT FRANK FIORETTl@STUDENT.
FAIRFIELD.EDU IF YOU ARE INTERESTED OR WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION

FUSA: TH E OFFICIAL STUDENT GOVERNMENT OF FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
BY THE STUDENTS, FOR TH E STUD ENTS
CONNECT BY HERTZ

.....

HURRY AND REGISTER FOR FREE BEFORE THE END OF THE SEMESTER!
REGISTER FOR CONNECT BY HERTZ (THE CAR SHARING PROGRAM ON
CAMPUS)
REGISTER BY LOGGING ONTO WWW.CONNECTBYHERTZ.COM.
BECOME OUR FAN ON FACEBOOK!

TO PURCHASE TlCKETS FOR EVENTS: V ISIT THE BCC INFO DESK
FOR MORE INFORMATION: VISIT THE FUSA OFFICE AT THE LOWER LEVEL BCC OR LOG ONTO FAIRFIELD.EDU/FUSA
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COFFEE BREAK

Check online every week for
answers to our games.

Editor Tom Cleary )) coffeebrea.k(;fairfieldmirror.com

LETTER FROM THE SENIOR E X ECUTIVE BOARD

Participate in

Why 'l-Ie Said/She Said' is Gone
lease from The Mirror. The week of Aprill4,
during National Sexual Assault Awareness
Month, we wilJ work with other groups on
campus and students who want to discuss
the issue of sexual assault, one that is_often
kept quiet. rt is important for us to take a
negative situation and make it a positive
by providing a voice to those who want to
speak on the issue. We hope that those who
wrote The Broken Mirror, ;who care enough
to speak out, will be willing to share their
voices in the paper that week1 or anytime in
the future.
We want every~me. to know that The
Mirror is approachable. We are always
anxious and willing to hear feedback and it
is important to receive that feedback so we
can better serve our readers.
The issues that have arisen because
of the situation, especially those about
fteedom of expression and The Mirrors
independence, are not wb~t the protestors
wanted to bring up on the day they came to
the office in September. Unfortunately for
them, that became the bigger issue on campus, which has still yet to be resolved by The
Mirror and the administration. While we
still heavily support our right to free speech,
we understand it comes with responsibilities. And we did not act responsibly by
pubUshing that specific coJumn.lt was not
necessarily the editors' fault or Surette's
fault. It was a position we were all forced
into by the structure of" He Said/She Said,"
which is w,hY we know it has to be changed.
. That is not to say Lhat we do not want
edgy, controversial and humorous columns,
but we want the writers ro own them, in.stead of having them be written in the role
of a character. "He Said/She Said" pigeonholed writers into a certain viewpoint and
in order to strengthen the quality of our
commentary and paper as a whole, we have
decided to remove the column.
The successful mediation, which
forced both the editors and the protestors
to wake up early on a Saturday morning
and devout hours in a busy time of year to
resolving the issue, was extremely positive.
It was a relief to know that the protestors
never wanted The Mirror to end, but just
wanted their voices heard. Through this
constructive dialogue, changes occurred
which will accomplish our main goal: to
improve our newspaper.
We appreciate the courage and willingness of the protestors to stand up for their
beliefs and take action. It is important for
students to make their voices heard and
challenge the status quo. That is a goal both
The Mirror and the protestors support. It is
a positive for our organization to know that
when we make a mistake or stray from our
goals and _responsibilities, tlie students will
be there to help us grow.
We hope that in the future any other issues can again be settled with students talking to students, away from the adminis~a
tion and away from the student handbook.
Tile Mirror always welcomes criticism and
suggestions, and in this case, everything
wm:ked out for the best.
Sincerely,

Sexual Assault Awareness Week
As part of National Sexual Assault Month in April,
The Mirror will partner with other organizations on
campus to bring awareness of the topic on campus
and will feature it in the April 14 issue.
We want your voice included. So if you have ideas
or comments, please e-mail:
tcleary@fairfieldmirror.com

\Ve Want to Hear From·You
Even though "He Said/She Said" is gone,
we still want edgy, humorous and interesting columns in Coffee Break. If you
have any ideas or want to submit a sample of your work, e-mail us at:
I coffeebreak@fairfieldmirror.com.
I
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For over two months now, a debate
has overtaken the campus: was The Mirror
wrong for running the controversial"He Said"
column on Sept 30? That question, brought
about by a motivated, brave and offended
group ofstudents, was not a difficult one to
answer. It was a mistake. The language was
too harsh and while the intention was never
to offend and was never to even come close
to referencing rape, it did. Andwhether that
is intentional or not, it should have been
realized by The Mirror editors. Again, we
apologize for making that mistake.
That language was printed with the
potential to offend did not mean The Mirror
should be punished and it did not mean
the students should lose their right to an
independent student newspaper free from
the influence of the University. What it did
mean was that a group of students wanted
their voice heard by their student newspaper,
which is an important part of the newspaper
process. The paper should be the watchdog
of the government and the community.and
the readers should be the watchdog of the
newspaper.
Unfortunately, because of a myriad of issues, including confusion that was created in
part by the ad..m.i.riistration, the two sides were
never able to properly meet untiJ this Saturday, when The Min·or executive board met
with the students offended by the column,
who had filed harassment charges with Public
Safety. Ibis delay and confusion caused two
months of frustration that allowed the issue
to spin out of control and away from what the
prot<'stors really wanted •to do, which was get
the attention of The Mirror.
Luckily. when the two sides sat down,
student-to-student, the issue was settled. Both
sides reaUzed they held more in-c6mmon
than they originally thought. By simply fleshing out the i.ssues, a change was made, one
that The Mirror had been considering since
the controversy started. In the end, mediation
worked properly, but it also showed future
groups that The Mirror will listen, you just
have to give them a chance.
We were truly di.s turbed as a group to
learn the effect that the words of the "He Said"
column had on students. We were disheartened to learn the effects of the language
we allowed to publish had on a portion of
population. It was also disappointing that
Chris Surette, who is in no way a reflection of
the character he portrayed, suffered so much
from the incident because it took so long to be
resolved.
We learned from the mediation and
from internal discussions that the character
and limitations of "He Said/She Said" had
become the problem. It was not Surette
or any other writers, but tlie character
who was stuck inside the box of "He Said/'
expected to portray stereotypes instead of
erase and challenge them. That is why "He
Said/She Said" has been discontinued. It
was not a barter deal, although the harassment charges were lifted. The charges were
lifted instead because they were brought
about to make The Mirror listen. Once the
charges served their purpose, that is, to
bring both parties together, it was sensible
to both sides to have the charges dropped.
This situation has allowed us all to
participate in the main goal of a university:
learning. And we hope the situation can
encourage more of that. The deepe~ issue
i.s sexual assault and we learned that this
University does not tolerate it. But some are
forced to stay silent.
We want to help those people and
therefore we have set a date for a Mirror
sponsored Sexual Assault Awareness Week,
an idea proposed in an October press re-
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Dear 1Jee,

I am current(y a 6usiness major 6ut every semester I reaaze more aru£ more
tliat tfitS is not wliat I want to dO. I dO a [ot of vo[unteer work witfi younger
cfziGfren ana tfiat is wfiere my ya.ssion is. I tafkea to my yarents about tfiis,
out tfzey tlitnk tliat I sfiou(c(remain a 6usiness major because tnere wi(( 6e
more oyyortunities for me wfien I gracCuate. I rea((y want to _pursue 'Eauca·
tion. I know my yarents are yaying for my eaucation, out cfoes tfiat give
tfiem tfie rig fit to cCecUfe wfiat I sfiou(c(yursue for a major?
Wow. Well first of all, you are ahead of most of us here at
Fairfield University; you know what you want.
That's a great start in the right direction, and very Jesuit of
you for the volunteer work. And you want to work with younger children? You are shaping up to be a saint, which God
knows, we definitely need more of these days.
But all joking aside, if your passion is with children and
education, then that is the direction YOU need to go in.
If your mother and father are going to help dress you
and go to interviews for you when you start applying for
business jobs, then yes, they have the utmost right to
want to keep you in business.
But since you seem like a strong, indepei"Jdent individual and you know what you want, then I'm guessing you won't be skipping out on job interviews to
have your mother win over your futu re boss with that
story about how cute it was when you were six and
snorted milk out of your nose ...
Although your parents think there may be more
opportunities with business when you graduate,
which there very well could be, do you really want
to wake up in 10 years and HATE every minute of
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every day because you're stuck in a job you absolutely can't
stand? No.
Teaching is one of the greatest gifts a person can
give, and if you love teaching and being around kids,
especially little ones (you know what they say, patience
is a virtue), then you will make an amazing teacher.
And as long as you're happy, your parents will be
too, because as you know, they love you. So drop
the business attire, and start looking for those
awesome teacher supplies we all know and love.
And remember; while the rest of the business
world is trying to fit two weeks vacation in during the summer, you'll be planning your n~xt
year's cu rriculum while sipping lemonade at
the pool side.

Disclaimer: This column is for entertainment only. 111e author is a student, not a
licensed therapist, a11d this column is not ifllended to take tile place ofprofessional advice. 1he
views expressed are the author's and are not 11ecessarily shared by 1he Mirror or its staff.

Follow C Online: Go to"'"' .fairftcldmirror.com, frj end us on Facebook and folio" us on T"itter.
Be in,·oh·ed in ~our news! Comment and tell us what you thjnk!

rlfi§
Fairfield
~ UNIVERSITY
Feeling Stressed?
Talk to a ·
Counselor
No Appointment Needed

Career Corner

While you are Home for the Holidays ... and catching up with
friends and family members here are a few suggestions to help you make
the most of your time away from Fairfield:
Resume:
• Update your resume to include internships, class projects or activities
you have been involved with during the fall semester.
• If you haven't written your resume do so.
Enhance your connections:
• Do ask your parents, family members, friends if they know of
someone in the career area you are interested in that you could talk
with regarding internships or your job search. There is nothing wrong
in asking ... it's by not asking you could lose a potential opportunity.
You may ~e surprised how happy they are to help!

WALK-IN HOURS
EXAM PERIOD Dec. 11-18
Monday through Friday 9 a.m.
4 p.m.
COUNSELING & PSYCHOLOGICAL

SERVICES
DOLAN Commons - SUITE 120
(next to the Health Center)
(203) 254-4000 ext. 2146
. ~Fairfield

~ l ' Nl\IERS JTY

View Experience (eRecruiting):
• Monitor employers registering to recruit on campus.
• Check the Career Fair registration list on Experience and begin
researching organizations of interest.
Online Job Board:
• Visit our own Job Posting Board at www.fairfield.edu/careers for
non-credit internships and fulltime opportunities. This will enhance
your target list of potential employers who are hiring as well as see
the employment opportunities available.
Don't forget to bring your suits back to campus !II

Best wishes for a very Happy and Healthy Holiday Season!
The Career Planning Center Staff
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Looking lor the answers? Head onlfneto cheek
)Qir answers at www.lalrfleJdmlrror.com
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JEACH HOUSE.FOR RENf
201 0·20 11 ACAPEMIC YEAR
3 BEDROOMS FOR 4 STUDENTS
FURNISHED BEACH HOUSE
LANTERN POINT 20 I0-20 II
t
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why wait 'til thursday?
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· CAll (203)261-6336
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Stags' Football has been gone since 2003, but will it
ever come back to the Fairfield campus?

r

~"

BY VINCENT FElUlBR
STAFF WRITER

A few pairs of field goal posts, a $1,000,000+ Astroturf field, and a couple of faded,
black and white photographs that hang in The Levee are remnants of a failed enterprise: Fairfield football.
As students look on at these artifacts and cheer for other schools' teams, many
cannot help but wonder: why did the program go extinct? Twice?
"I miss the program, obviously:' said Mark Spellman, director ofstrengtb and conditioning for the Athletic Department, who helped train the team. An old Stags football
helmet, a relic of the past, collects duston a shelf in his office. "They had a passion for
what they did, they worked hard at what they did ... and they worked not only individually, but as a group to succeed,n Spellman said.
Football first made its appearance on campus as a club team in 1966 according to
newspaper accounts from the period.

However, it never really had strong student fanfare. Andrea Gole_n'SO was very active in
student life during her time at Fairfield, but she does not remember football as being an integral
part of the school's social scene...There wasn't much mention of ft [the football teamj, and I
don't think many people anended games," she said. Golen did n<;»te that there was school spirit
present amongst the student body and that basketball games were well attended, but football
seemed to fall under the radar. It was eventually cut from the school's roster.
Under then-President Aloysius P. Kelley, Fairfield reinstated the football program in 1996 for
several reasons, including to increase the male and black student population of the school as well as
boosting school spirit The team was placed in the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference at the NCAA
Division 1-AA level and, after only three years, won the MAAC Championship. Mirror stories from the
era show head coach KeYin Kiesel was credited with essentially building the program from scratch
and led the team to much of the only success it would have.
In the height of its glory days, the 1999 team posted a 9-2 regular season record and was
ranked fifth among the nation's Division 1-AA non-scholarship programs. Two players earned
All-American honors and in 2000, senior SteveDogmanits led aU of Division I-AA with a careerhigh 11 interceptions.
Kiesel's resignation in 2001 seemed to foreshadow the imminent end of Fairfield's participation in the sport. By January of2003, the Football program, along with Ice Hockey, was disbanded and players were left with the difficult decision of either transferring to pursue a chance at
competitive play or finishing out their time here.
The primary reason for giving the program the axe was money. Simply put, the juice wasn't

worth the squeeze for the athletic department and the annual $570,000 expenditure between
Football and Ice Hockey was not transferring into greater attendance at games.
Alison Sexton, Senior Associate Director of Athletics said the program did not offer athletic
scholarships for potential players. Such a disadvantage made it very hard for the team to keep up
with the highly-competitive world of recruiting.
Likewise, the resources needed for such a program were far too demanding on the University. "There were some years when we had close to 110 guys, so we couldn't get all these guys
into one weight room;' Sexton said. Moreover, facilities suffered a substantial amount of wear
and tear from football as weU as from the other teams. Following the program's termination, a
series of renovations were set underway including the creation of a $1,000,000+ Astroturf field in
place of the old football field adjacent to the Walsh Athletic Center.
Another factor was remaining in accordance with regulations, such as Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, which calls for spending roughly the same on men's and women's
collegiate athletic programs. Spending so much for a predominantly male sport meant spending
more on women's sports equivalent
Any current-day hope for a third coming of football at Fairfield seem as empty as the
bleachers were at football games, according to old yearbook photos. Yet in a non-scientific survey polling 30 students, 18 were for the return of a Fairfield football program.
"There's a shortage of serious sports fans at this school and I think that's partly because we
don't have a football team," said Steve Planagan'12. "At the same time, I feel like the success of
our lacrosse team helps to take away from not having a football team.! think that void is filled."

r!IW MIRROR SPORTS THREE WISE MEN
CHRISTMAS EDITION

TOIICI.MRY
F.LP•IN-CHIBF

KEITH CONNORS

F'ROSTYTHB
BUSINESSMAN

CBRJS SIMMONS

SANTA's LnTLB EDITOR

On the first day of
Christmas my true
love gave to me ...

There's no place like
(blank) for the holidays.

Tickets to the Knicks game Home. Cliche. Bm it's
always nice to be with
to see J.J; Redick and the
famlly after the stressful
Magic.
end of the semester.

Ayear's subscription to the
Jelly of the Mont:b Club. It's
the gift that keeps on giving, Clark.

New York. The Rockefeller
Tree, the window shoppers,
the sidewalk Santas. the
smell of urine. Drink it in. It
always goes down smooth.

nte Hess Truck. Every year.
I'm probably getting a Uttle
too old. And running out of
space for 20+ Hess Trucks.

Home in Maryland. Plus
l'm21 now, so I'm sure I'D
enjoy those family parties
even more.

The weather outside
is frightful, but ...

Who is your favorite
Reindeer?

All I want for
Christmas is ...

I wouldn't know because
I spend all my time inside
working on 1he Mirror.
Thank God for Christmas
break.

OUve the Other Reindeer.
Proving that anyone can
be a reindeer, even a dog,
with the right spirit.

Sleep.

The Mirror is so delightful. After this week's big
moves, I'd say we're off the
naughty list. No worries,
Buddy the Elf.

Yes it is. It's a bltnlpplyout
I mean nippy out, what did
I say, nipple? Huh. there is
a nip in the air.

Lucas the Stag, of course.
Rudolph's got nothing on
him.

Ovaltine. Rich, chocolatey
Ovaltine.

Fireball, the young bu4
wbo sets Rudolph and
Clarice up at the Reindeer
Games. He never gets the
Credit he deserves.

The Scoq1ion Bowl. Strongly
silent, curiously lush, exceeding magi_cal. [f people still go
to Panda Iv. you know what
rm talking about.
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"I always tell these guys that
I've been to this circus before,
I just have different employees
now, different clowns."

A HoOps Home for the Holidays
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better or for worse: Just like a family
three years as head coach, and the~tags
have never finished higher than f6urth in
Some of that s~ems from a genuine
and malicious mistakes.
the standings during his brief tenille.
love.of coaching. M!lre of it comes from
Cooley, though, didn't ignore the guard
Despite all.this, the move is a slamCooley's own childhood experiences.
and his first deer in the h:ea~ights moment,
dunk. And I can sum· up why in one · Itis loneliness, Hi,s struggle, and, most
importantly,
his appreciation for the
and
as
Needham
rette<)ted
to
the
far
end
of
word:
trust.
-Fairfield head coach Ed Cooley after the
Searights'
·gift.
the
bench,
Cooley
huddled
with
his
point
Cooley
has
9'et'to
build
a.championStags victory over Marist, referencing the
ship roster or a dynasty, but he's developed
Bac~ then, rhe S'earights took Cooley
guard and offered some paternal wisdom.
Stags eratic play during the first halfofthe
in
something
much"mqre
profound:
a
family.
and
embnicedh1m as one of their own.
''I
told
him
to
qllm.~own,"
Cooley
said.
game, after which he told them to calm down
"Jusrrelax:
and
trust
what
we're
doing:
I
many
players
on
the
team,
it's
Not
much
unlike Gooley embraces his
And
for
and trust the system.
think he was trying to do much on his own.
the most important family they have.
players over a holiday,break at his family's
"Just trustwhatyou'Te doing because it
Thi&pastweek, junior Jamal ~er
home in Milford - a tradition that began
works," he adlied.
early in his fust season behind the bench
was forced to take a leave of absence after
the passing of his father. After the team's
- or at the end oftne bench after a difficult
Trust is a word s~ldom used in sports
these days, even on the collegiate level.
win against Marist, it was Cooley that
freshman outing.
So when finals week finally ends and
Some of our nation's top amateur
mentioned that, as much as he loves his
athletes, unfortunately, often enter college
current lineup, he can't wait for Turner to
you walk in your front door, embrace the
moment and your family. Take comfort in
come back home.
. with a personal agenda and fall victim to the
The same applies for senior forward
knowing that you're loved, you're respectself-interest and greed.
Anthony Johnson, whom Cooley labeled
ed, and you're in good hands.
Coaches are jusJ as much to blame
Sacred Heart
for this sad state of affairs as their recruits
as "Fairfield's kid'' after Fairfield's early~
The same goes for your men's basketOverall Record: 4-3
and players. Former-LSU bead coach
season victory over Foidham, Johnson's
ball team.
The Pioneers come to the Arena at Harbor Yard for
Nick Saban walked away from dozens of
return to the court since his junior season
a cross-town, non-conference batUe. The annual
was
cut short by a
rivalry game has been won by the Stags in each of recruits and even more promises once
life-threatening
heart
the first two seasons the game has been played.
Miatni Dolphins' owner Wayne Huizenga
condition.
;:::::========== ======:; recommended a riwr~ tropical climate
Back then, itwas·
1F.!A~:¢.::~±~:~~:!:~~:~:::::::::::::::::::J
and the scenes of Sou~th Beach. Former
. USC standout 0.]. M~'yo may have acCooley that stayed
Team
Overall Conf. cepted thousands o[ dollars worth of illegal at the hospital for
contributions and gifts, but I'd venture to
hours on end durin~
Fairfield
6-2
2-0
Johnson's :most dire
Niagara
6-3
2-0 guess·tharcoaches, recruiters, and Matt
moments a season
ruder
6-3
1-0 Leinart's entire offe.n slve Jioe probably
knew that something was amiss.
ago. Likewise, it was
6-3
1-0
In summation, there are a lot of Kelvin Cooley that leap,t
5-3
like a fool during
Sampson's and Rick :Pitipo's out there.
4-3
Then there is Ed Co_pley, who recently
last week's win over
3-4
received a three-year contract extension
Marist when Johnson
from Fairfield athletil( direttor Gene Dods.
drew the Iirst charge
Mirror WecPhoto
That move comes despite the fact that
~ of his Fajrfield car~er.
Ed Cooley bas enjoyed success on·and off th.e..oourt in his four
Cooley boasts a sub-.509 record.iA~over
B,.y hi§,side, fo)' ~ ' years at Fairfield.
,
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"They're incredibly coachable;

-Double the Pleasure, Double the Fun

they genuinely like each o~her and

Geehan's double-doubles led to women's basketball wins

they 're fun to be around "

.,

BY CHRIS SIMMO N S
MANAGING EDITOR

Fairfield head coach Joe Frager on how his
team.has bonded'this season.
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Sacred Heart Pioneers
Overall Record: 4-3
- .:.

Despite a record close to .500, this Fairfield rival
has lost two close games to Villanova and perennial
mid-major power Hartford.
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Overall Conf.

Fairfield
Canisius
Marist

4-1

Loyo1a
lona
Manhattan
Saint Peter 's
Niagara

l

I

l,....

Rider

-

Siena

5-2
4-3
3-3
3-4
3-4
2-3
2-6
1-6
1-6

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

Another double-double for senior
forward Stephanie Geehan and another win
for the women's basketball team.
The women's basketball team rebounded from their first Joss of the season with a
. 68-54 win over Mount St Mary's as Geehan
scored 16 points and grabbed 15 rebounds
and improved to 4-1.
The game was Geehan's third doubledouble this season and also led her to be
named the MAAC Player of the Week for the
second time this season. In the Stags' loss
to George Mason earlier in the week, she
scored 33 points and added 17 rebounds.
She is averaging 16.6 points per game and
12 rebounds per game, both the hest on
the team. Her rebounding number~ are the
best in the MAAC and eighth in the country.
Defensively, she is averaging 2.8 blocks per
game, lOth in the nation. She also leads the
country in free throw percentage, having
made al115 of her attempts from the line this
year.
Besides Geehan, the Stags got major
contributions from junlor forward Joelle
Nawrocki, malting her first career start in
place of injured sophomore guard Sarab
Paulus, and sophomore forward Tayrn
Johnson.
ul told the team. in the locker room how
proud I was," said h~atl coach Joe Frager.
'We had to play' with a big lineup, sbuftling
it around. For Jo to step up was really important. It was asking a lot, she had 48 hours to

get ready~
Nawrocki finished:with a career-high
15 points on six of nine shoQti.ng and played
nearly the full40 minutes. Johnson came
off the bench to addl3 points and eight
rebounds in 26 minutes. •
"I thought TJ played a huge game
today:' said Frager. "Some of our players,
you can only p~t a few sheets of paper under
their feet on tP.e!r vertical jump, but Taryn is
extremely atl:iletic.•
The Stags were without Paulus, who
injured her rnidcije leg five minutes iiitp'i:airfield's loss to Ge&ge Mason. Frager was unsure how long slie would be out, but noted
-that she was goillg for more tests. Nawrocki
took her P.lace on short notice and the Stags
went with a bigger lineup. But;they were
dealt another blow when Geehan picked UP.
her second foul in .the first.Huarter and was·
limited to eight~utes.iJl'tbe firsth~f. ·
"That's not fl,m, butto our credit, we
bad girls play extre.melY, well and were only
.·'
down two at the lfalf:' .said Frager. ''A,t halftime I told them, it's 2-0.right now. And we
went after the ball a lotharder in the second
half."
A theme for this year's team has been
to spread the scoring load and Fairfield had
four girls score in double-digits, with sophomore guard Desiree Pina adding l 0 points
along with Geeban, Nawrocki and Pina.
Frager admitted that in certain sttuations
the Stags will·look to certain players, such
.t
as Geehan or Pin a, butther,'ll be successful
if they can get four players_in doub1e-~gits
every game.

Contributed Photo

Geehan and the Stags improved to 4-1 this
week with. a win over Mt. St. Mary's.
Despite losing f~)Or seniors last season,
including three starters and their first player
off the bench, Fairfield has emphasized team
play and it has workecl early this season. The
Stags are getting contributions from different
players every night and continue t~ grow.
As ib seasons past, Frager wants the team to
peak at the.,right time, during the stretch run
at the end of the season.
"'Iq~y're incredibly coachablei they
genuinely like to be around each ocher and
they'te f)1n to be m:pund," said Frager. ''This
was my 61th gam·e at Fairfield and l haven't
'been any prQud~r:·

